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A) Executive Summary

1. Equality and Non-Discrimination are among the most fundamental entitlements in the human rights framework. Non-Discrimination is non-negotiable and an immediate right given to all by virtue of their humanity. The right to non-discrimination is found in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and numerous treaties, including the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination [hereinafter ICERD]. The United States adopted ICERD on November 20, 1994.

2. The CERD Task Force, a subgroup of the US Human Rights Network, was formed in 2007 to coordinate a national civil society shadow report that was submitted to the U.N. Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination in 2008. The Task Force is made up of organizations that represent the leading voices in human rights and racial justice. Our core mission is to ensure the effective implementation of the ICERD and its key obligations at the national and local level.

3. The CERD Task Force is calling on the United States to introduce a federal plan of action on racial discrimination, similar to other nation states and in compliance with the Durban Plan of Action, to eliminate persistent racial disparities found in American society. Despite weak constitutional protections for disparate impact under US law, there are several policy measures, which must and should be taken under ICERD.

4. Reduction of racial disparities in poverty, education, health, and incarceration are essential to a healthy and vibrant democracy and will put the US on the path to eliminating racial discrimination. A Plan of Action, similar to the Millennium Development Goals, creates concrete and measurable progress in reducing disparities and promotes a more proactive and systemic approach to policy. Trillions of dollars have been spent to activate the national economy and those dollars must be used to create a more equitable society. In line with developed nations around the globe, a National Plan of Action on Racial Discrimination is not only an obligation under ICERD but also recognizes the continuing impact of past injustices.

5. The United States’ record on racial discrimination and racial disparities is discouraging. In his 2009 visit to the US, the Special Rapporteur on Racism noted that “Socio-economic indicators show that poverty and race and ethnicity continue to overlap in the United States. This reality is a direct legacy of the past, in particular slavery, segregation, the forcible resettlement of Native Americans, which was confronted by the United States during the civil rights movement. However, whereas the country managed to establish equal treatment and non-discrimination in its laws, it has yet to redress the socio-economic consequences of the historical legacy of racism.”

6. In every indicator of human development as measured by three core areas of well-being: living a long and healthy life, having access to knowledge, and enjoying a decent standard of living, racial minorities fall below the mark in comparison to their white counterparts.

7. Full implementation and compliance with ICERD would go a long way in remediying stark racial disparities. The United States’ failure to recognize article 1(1) and General Recommendation XIV “to undertake to prohibit and to eliminate racial discrimination in all its forms, including practices and legislation that may not be discriminatory in purpose, but in effect” is a major impediment to full

---

compliance with ICERD.

Civil Society Participation in the Universal Periodic Report

8. Robust civil society participation in the Universal Periodic Review process has produced a number of thematic reports which highlight racial dimensions of key human rights issues. This report focuses on racial discrimination and disparate impact under ICERD, with a particular emphasis on Article 5 and provides recommendations for full compliance.

B) Background and Normative Framework

Human Rights Framework

9. The United States has undergone two reviews by the Committee on the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination; in 2001 and 2008 respectively. In both instances US civil society contributed shadow reports that provided substantial factual information about the reality of racial discrimination in the United States. In 2001 and 2008 the committee included several important recommendations in its final reports [A/56/18 and A/63/18] many of which remain unfulfilled.

10. The two reports of the Committee overlap in their attention to several topics. These include the need for additional affirmative action measures aimed at increasing opportunity for minority group members; pervasive obstacles to access for minority group members in the areas of education, housing, and health care; the impact of disparate treatment of minorities at all stages of criminal legal proceedings, including police brutality and violence towards members of minority groups, higher rates of incarceration and death penalty sentences for members of minority groups, and political disenfranchisement due to felon voting prohibitions; US treatment of indigenous peoples; and the need for stronger US efforts to publicize the work of the Committee and US obligations under the Convention.

11. The U.S.’s narrow interpretation of the definition of racial discrimination as proposed under the Convention continues to be a major impediment towards its full implementation. Under the Convention and other customary human rights law, racial discrimination is understood to mean both intentional and de-facto discrimination. With few exceptions cognizable racial discrimination in the US requires evidence of intent to discriminate. This requirement is contrary to the Convention’s framework and does not reflect the real-world operation of discriminatory behavior in contemporary American society.

12. As recognized by both the Convention and the Committee, discrimination includes policies and practices that produce outcomes that have a disparate impact, including those impacts in the areas of education, health, housing, and other economic, social, and cultural rights as elaborated in Article 5 of ICERD.

13. The Committee expressed concern in both 2001 and 2008 that the US law, policy, and court practice

---

4 The use of the term “minority” throughout this document indicates reference to racial, ethnic, and national minority groups, which are the same groups addressed in the CERD Committee's concluding observations. The use of the term “Convention or ICERD” throughout this document refers to the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination. The use of the term “Committee” throughout this document refers to the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination.

relies on a definition of racial discrimination at odds with their obligations under article 1, paragraph 1 of the Convention to ensure prohibition of conduct not only discriminatory not only in purpose but also in effect.\(^6\) It recommended in both years that the US review its legislation and practices to ensure protection against all forms of racial and ethnic discrimination and any unjustifiably disparate impact upon persons from different racial and ethnic backgrounds.

14. Numerous U.N. human rights monitors, including the Special Rapporteur on Education, Racism, and Housing have highlighted the challenge of racial disparities in combating racial discrimination in the United States.\(^7\)

15. Each of the Special Rapporteur's noted the presence of racial disparities and highlighted the importance of policies to reduce these disparities.

**National Framework**

16. The US has an extensive constitutional and legislative framework to address intentional discrimination by public and private actors but lacks adequate protections and remedies related to the racially disparate impact of “neutral” policies and practices.

17. The fourteenth amendment of the Constitution contains an Equal Protection Clause that formally recognizes the principle of equality before the law. The fifteenth amendment further extends the right to vote to all races.

18. The advent of the “intent” doctrine, established through a 1976 court ruling, essentially narrowed the fourteenth amendment by requiring that victims of discrimination to prove “intent” to discriminate as a condition to getting a remedy; this is in direct conflict with the Convention.

19. The United States has robust legal protections for racial discrimination as defined and understood under the Civil Rights Act of 1964.\(^8\) The challenge in remedying contemporary manifestations of racial discrimination under the Civil Rights Act is the limited scope of protections and narrow definition of racial discrimination.

20. Various governmental agencies including the Justice Department Civil Rights Division, The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Department of Housing and Urban Development’s Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity among others are charged with authority to investigate and challenge patterns or practices of employment discrimination. The Voting Rights Act, as well as Titles VI and VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 are vehicles through which disparate impact claims may be litigated yet recent Supreme Court cases have limited the extent to which these statutes provide viable remedies for individuals injured by the racially disparate impact of racially neutral laws.\(^9\)

---

\(^6\) As defined in Article 1 and General Recommendation XIV, racial discrimination includes distinctions and exclusions that have an “unjustifiable disparate impact” upon the rights of freedoms of particular racial or ethnic groups.


\(^8\) The Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits discrimination in the areas of employment, housing and housing finance, access to public accommodations, and education.

\(^9\) Title VII prohibits tests that have a disparate impact on the basis of race or national origin that cannot be shown to be related to the job in question.
21. The United States is under an obligation to prohibit and eliminate laws, policies, and programs “which [have] the purpose or effect” of impairing rights or freedoms based on race.” The United States did not reserve this definition of discrimination. However, plaintiffs alleging racial discrimination in United States courts must prove that the defendant was motivated by racial animus, and that this discriminatory intent caused the plaintiff’s harm.\(^\text{10}\)

22. One of the more substantive yet often overlooked obligations under ICERD is the requirement of states to collect and disaggregate data related to government policies and practices. CERD Committee’s General Recommendations IV and XXIV elaborate on extent of this obligation. While the US collects substantial data at the federal level by race, it is often difficult to access at the state level or within particular agencies. For example there is no national disaggregated data on Native Americans on death row even though where data is kept on Native Americans they suffer the grossest disproportion of executions than those of all other races. In data kept in most states of the Union they are listed as “other.”\(^\text{11}\)

23. The electoral college, the process by which presidents become elected in the US, continues to be a highly contested policy. The historical roots of the electoral college, creating rules that used slave bodies to be counted as three-fifths of a person with no voting rights, gave slaveholders and southern states increased representation in the house of representatives and consequently in the electoral college. As a result, 32 of the Constitution's first 36 years, a white slaveholding Virginian occupied the Presidency.\(^\text{12}\) The legacy of this slave era policy continues to have disparate impacts of privilege and discrimination. Under the Electoral College, each state gets a fixed number of electoral votes based on population and congressional representation, so a state has no incentive to expand voting rights-as in states where formerly incarcerated individuals have no right to vote.\(^\text{13}\) As Harvard law professor Lani Guinier reports, in Wyoming, one Electoral College vote corresponds to 71,000 voters, while in large-population states (where the votes of people of color are more numerous) the ratio is one electoral vote to over 200,000 voters.\(^\text{14}\)

24. In its report to the Committee the United States claimed to satisfy obligations to review policies and practices “through its ongoing legislative and administrative processes at all levels of government, as well as through court challenges brought by governmental and private litigants. Laws and regulations in the United States are under continuous legislative and administrative revision and judicial review.”\(^\text{15}\)

25. The piecemeal and fragmented approach taken by the US to comply with Article 2 (1) (c) of the convention impedes the protection of victims of racial discrimination and often excludes them from seeking justice under the law.

C) Key Impacts of Racial Discrimination in the United States

26. Despite a clear understanding of Article 5 of the Convention, the United States continues to negate


\(^\text{11}\) See, e.g., Death Penalty Information Center, \texttt{http://www.deathpenaltyinfo.org/race-death-row-inmates-executed-1976, visited April 15, 2010}

\(^\text{12}\) Presidency: Why We Should Junk the Electoral College. By Akhil Reed Amar and Vikram David Amar. Full article: \texttt{http://hnn.us/articles/436.html}

\(^\text{13}\) Nationwide, approximately 7% of African Americans, and 13% of Black men, are unable to vote. More than 30% of African American men in Alabama are prevented from voting by felon disenfranchisement laws. Statistic found at: \texttt{http://www.eji.org/eji/node/360}


\(^\text{15}\) CERD/C/U.S.A/6, para. 82
obligations related to economic, social and cultural rights. “As noted in the Initial U.S. Report, some of these enumerated rights [in Article 5] which may be characterized as economic, social, and cultural rights, are not explicitly recognized as legally enforceable “rights” under U.S. law. However, article 5 does not affirmatively require States parties to provide or to ensure observance of each of the listed rights themselves, but rather to prohibit discrimination in the enjoyment of those rights to the extent they are provided in domestic law. In this respect, U.S. law fully complies with the requirements of the Convention.”16

27. The data provided in this section clearly illustrates that the US has not lived up to its obligations to protect the right to non-discrimination in the enjoyment of rights enumerated under Article 5 and in fact discrimination in the enjoyment of these rights is increasing.

Poverty and Employment

27. In 2008, 24.7 % of blacks and 23.2 % of Hispanics were poor, compared to 8.6 % of non-Hispanic whites. The poverty rate for black and Hispanic children was 33.9 and 30.6 % respectively compared with 10 % of white children17. The wealth gap between whites and people of color, particularly women, creates and extreme burden on those most vulnerable in US society. A recent study found that for every dollar of wealth owned by the average white family the average family of color owns a mere 16 cents. Single black and Hispanic women are even more disproportionately affected by this wealth gap. Black and Latina women have just one penny of wealth for every dollar of wealth owned by their male counterparts and a tiny fraction of a penny for every dollar of wealth owned by white women.18

28. Nationally, the unemployment rate among blacks climbed in January 2010 to 16.5 %, while it declined for other groups. Unemployment is 12.6 % for Latinos and 8.7 % for whites.

29. Poverty is influenced by a number of factors, including housing segregation, transportation, and regional infrastructure. For many suburban dwellers, lack of adequate public services, like public transportation affects their ability to find and keep employment.

30. In Atlanta, Georgia, home to the civil rights movement, structural racism and a legacy of Jim Crow is responsible for the historic under-funding of city services and public institutions. For example, the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA) is the ninth largest transit system in the country and is the largest system in the U.S. that receives no operating help from the state.19 According to MARTA’s own research, 76% of its 500,000 daily transit riders are African American and low-income.

31. Lack of state support for transit has also led to the elimination of service in suburban Clayton County on March 31, 2010 to riders who were majority people of color yet the state is paying $28 million toward a $121-million expansion of the Xpress bus system for more affluent white suburban commuters.20

32. The economic vulnerability of people of color in the US is the cumulative effect of slavery, apartheid, and discriminatory policies and practices of the United States government. The persistent impacts of racial discrimination between institutions and among private and public actors aggravate structural

---

16 CERD/C/U.S.A/6, para. 148.
17 National Poverty Center. Available at: http://www.npc.umich.edu/poverty/#4
19 Robert D. Bullard, “Highway Robbery” (2004), South End Press
Housing

33. The average white American residing in a metropolitan area lives in a neighborhood that is 80% white and just 7% African American. \(^{22}\) The majority of whites also enjoy housing conditions that diverge drastically from those found in many communities of color. Minority groups live disproportionately in areas of concentrated poverty characterized by substandard housing, high rates of crime and violence, and inadequate access to education, health care, and employment opportunities.

34. In 2008, three of four non-Hispanic Whites owned homes, while fewer than half of all Blacks and Latinos did. \(^{23}\)

35. Residential racial segregation in the U.S. was systematically promoted by federal programs such as the Home Owners Loan Corporation and the Federal Housing Authority. “The development of the segregated housing market provides an example of the influence of public actions on private decision-making.” \(^{24}\) From 1938 through the end of the 1950s, the FHA insured mortgages on nearly one-third of all new housing produced annually in the United States. But the FHA’s Underwriting Manuals considered blacks’ adverse influences’ on property values and instructed personnel not to insure mortgages on homes unless they were in ‘racially homogenous’ white neighborhoods.

36. The US Secretary for Housing and Urban Development stated in 2009 that concentrations of poverty across the American landscape have “resulted not in spite of government policy - but in many cases because of it.” \(^{25}\)

28. The recent sub-prime mortgage crisis, while further decreasing the availability of affordable housing, has harmed persons of color in disproportionate numbers. Subprime loans were made in African American communities at a rate five times greater than in white communities. In addition, approximately 47% of Latinos received subprime loans, compared with just 17% of whites.

29. The CERD Committee observed in General Recommendation 19 that racial segregation may be a product of government policies as well as the actions of private persons. In fact, in 2008 the Committee noted with great concern the disparate impact that Hurricane Katrina had on low-income African American residents in affected areas, particularly the fact that many of these persons continued to be displaced more than two years after the hurricane.

---

\(^{21}\) “As a signatory to the Convention on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD), 1 the United States is under an obligation to condemn and pursue a policy of eliminating racial discrimination, in all its forms (art. 2, ¶1). The U.S. has not taken seriously the duty under Article 2 of CERD to affirmatively address racial discrimination. Instead, the U.S. has rationalized racial discriminatory effects as not covered by U.S. law. Sometimes these effects are caused by explicit government policies. At other times they are caused by private actors. Frequently, it is a combination of both.” See Structural Racism in the United States: A Report to the U.N. Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, 2008. Available at: http://www.U.S.hrnetwork.org/files/U.S.hr/images/linkfiles/CERD/1Structural_Racism.pdf.


\(^{24}\) Ibid “ Structural Racism in the United States” pg. 8

Education

30. In the 2006/2007 academic year 76.8% of whites held a Bachelors degree compared with 8% and 5.3% of black and Hispanics respectively. The rate is substantially lower for more advanced degrees. Students living in low-income families were approximately 10 times more likely to drop out of high school between 2006 and 2007 than were students living in high-income families. The high correlation between poverty and race creates a disproportionate impact on the right to education for racial minorities.

31. One out of every six African American public school students and one out of every nine Latino public school students attends a school with nearly 100% minority students. Moreover, minority public school students are more likely to attend schools with high numbers of poor students. In 2002-2003, 71% of all African American public school students and 73% of all Latino public school students attended high-poverty schools. For the same period, only 28% of all white public school students attended a high-poverty school. Schools with high numbers of poor students face a host of attendant challenges for creating a productive learning environment.

32. The disparities in racial makeup and quality of public schools are inextricably linked to the similar imbalances in the housing context. Local property taxes typically make up a substantial portion of public school funding. For example, schools in inner-city neighborhoods of New York receive an average of $4,000 annually, while suburban New York schools on average receive $40,000 per year.

33. Schools with smaller budgets face heightened barriers to providing variety and quality of educational opportunities, in turn decreasing students’ chances of attaining higher education and narrowing their range of eventual employment opportunities. This correlation between race, neighborhood, and prospects for upward mobility is directly at odds with the principles of equal opportunity and meritocracy purported to characterize US political and social systems. Despite this dissonance, however, the US Supreme Court in 2007 ruled unconstitutional school district efforts to implement race-conscious affirmative action policies aimed at reducing de-facto segregation along racial and socio-economic lines.

Criminal Justice and Juvenile Detention

34. As explored in numerous studies and reports submitted to United Nations bodies, the disproportionate number of black and Latino men, and increasing numbers of women, in the criminal justice system puts the United States out of compliance and in clear violation of ICERD and ICCPR. The urgent nature of this problem is found in both state and national data.

35. The United States has the largest incarceration rate in the world. As of December 21, 2008, there were...
754 inmates per 100,000 U.S. residents. 33 According to the U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics, “in 2008, over 7.3 million people or 1 in every 31 adults, were on probation, in jail or prison, or on parole. 34 While one in 30 men between the ages of 20 and 34 is behind bars, for black males in that age group the figure is one in nine. 35 The devastating impact of incarceration on families and communities is profound; affecting future income, opportunities for employment, civic engagement and well-being into the future.

36. According to The Sentencing Project, the incarceration rates of women of color, in particular mothers, is staggering. “The number of incarcerated mothers has more than doubled (122%) from 29,500 in 1991 to 65,600 in 2007” with evident racial disparities impacting their children: “One in 15 black children and 1 in 42 Latino children has a parent in prison, compared to 1 in 111 white children.” Estimates indicate, “Black women represent 30 percent of all females incarcerated under state or federal jurisdiction and Hispanic women 16 percent” with black women being “three times as likely as white women to be incarcerated” and “Hispanic women 69 percent more likely.” 36

37. In its last report to the Committee, the United States noted that reasons for such [racial] disparities in the criminal justice system are complex and “do not necessarily indicate differential treatment of persons in the criminal justice system.”

38. Although only 1% of the U.S. youth population in 2003, Native youth made up a full 2% of the cases referred to juvenile courts. This is the single greatest increase among any racial group in the U.S. Similarly, in 2003, Native American youth had a higher percentage of petitioned cases waived to adult criminal court, at 1.2% of all Native American cases formally processed, than any other racial group in the US. Twenty-six out of every 100,000 African American youth are serving time in adult prison while for white youth the rate is only 2.2 per 100,000.

39. While the juvenile death penalty has been struck down in the U.S., the Juvenile Life Without Parole (JLWOP) condemns children to die in prison. Stark racial disparities in the imposition of the JLWOP sentence are evident nationwide: under age 17, African American youth are 19% of the population but 65% of youth serving JLWOP sentences.

40. The school-to-prison pipeline is a well documented phenomenon that criminalizes youth of color within the educational system by using punitive discipline policies that lead to exclusion and increased juvenile arrests. The school-to-prison pipeline not only denies students the right to a quality education, it directly increases the rate of juveniles in the criminal justice system. In 2003, African American youth made up 16% of the nation’s overall juvenile population, but accounted for 45% of juvenile arrests. 37

**Health Disparities**

42. Research has shown that African Americans’ continuing experiences with racism and discrimination may lie at the root of the many well-documented race-based physical health disparities that affect this population.

---

37 School-to-Prison Pipeline Talking Points: ACLU. Available at: http://www.aclu.org/racial-justice/school-prison-pipeline-talking-points
43. Access to healthcare and disparate rates of chronic illness, including diabetes, hypertension, high blood pressure, and obesity are just a few ways health intersect with race and class.

44. In a recent report by the Office of Women's Health and the Office of Health Assessment & Epidemiology, it was found that African American women were far more likely to suffer from sexually transmitted diseases, including AIDS, and to die from chronic illnesses. Additionally, although white women had a higher incidence of breast cancer, African American women were more likely to die from the disease.

45. According to the National Indian Health Board, “Native Americans are nearly three times more likely to be diagnosed with diabetes;” health problems, which are exacerbated by disproportionately high rates of poverty, compared to the national average. On the Yakama Indian reservation in Washington state, estimates indicate at least “one in five Yakama tribal members older than age 50 are affected by diabetes.”

46. Latina's reported the poorest health status of women in all ethnic groups, with disproportionately higher death rates from diabetes. Their obesity rate increased from 27% in 2005 to 31% in 2007 and they reported less access to healthcare, with more than a third lacking health insurance and about 41% reporting difficulty accessing care.

47. African Americans and other communities of color bear a severely disproportionate burden of the AIDS/HIV epidemic. Though blacks represent 12 % of the U.S. population between 2001 and 2004 they accounted for 51 % of newly diagnosed HIV infections in the 33 states that had used confidential, name-based reporting of HIV and AIDS since 2001.

48. Black Americans living with HIV have not seen equal benefits from AIDS treatment: from 2000 to 2004, deaths among whites living with HIV declined 19 % compared to 7 % for blacks. Survival time after an AIDS diagnosis is lower on average for blacks than for other racial/ethnic groups.

Key Recommendations

1) Adopt National Action Plan on Racial Discrimination

The US government has made piecemeal efforts to reduce racial disparities in health and education but its disconnected approach to policy fails to address the systemic nature of the problem and the interconnectedness of rights. Additionally, no federal agency is accountable for reducing racial disparities despite public dollars being allocated to various programs. Victims of racial discrimination need and deserve an ambitious, innovative, and practical approach to contemporary forms of racial discrimination.

In line with the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action, and modeled after other federal programs, the US should adopt a national action plan to reduce racial disparities which includes a national strategy with clear, reachable targets, a budget allocation, and measurable indicators. It should also encourage state jurisdictions to adopt such action plans and create a federal inter-agency working group, which includes civil society participation, to oversee implementation and report on its progress.

The federal racial disparities reduction strategy must include:

• Long-term strategic planning with appropriate funding;
• Consultation with stakeholders, including civil society;
• Federal coordination across national, state, and local agencies;
• Public benchmarks in key areas and steps for reaching long and short term objectives.
• Key areas of concern must include: poverty, employment, incarceration, health, housing, and education.

2) Ensure compliance with the obligations under ICERD:
• Adopt, where necessary, a definition of discrimination that complies with the definition found in article 1 of ICERD and General Recommendation XI.
• Implement a process by which policies and practices are reviewed for discriminatory impact. The Committee recommends that the State party consider the establishment of an independent national human rights institution in accordance with the Paris Principles (General Assembly resolution 48/134 of 20 December 1993, annex) and ICERD General Recommendation 17 which recommends that State parties establish national commissions or other appropriate bodies to promote respect for the enjoyment of rights set out in Article 5. This could be done by passing legislation to establish such a body, which could be created by restructuring and strengthening the existing U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, and converting it into an effective U.S. Commission on Civil and Human Rights.41

• The Committee and civil society encourage the state to adopt and strengthen the use of special measures when circumstances warrant their use as a tool to eliminate the persistent disparities in the enjoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms and ensure the adequate development and protection of members of racial, ethnic and national minorities. The 2001 Committee report noted with disappointment the US’s contrary viewpoint that the Convention merely permits, rather than requires, affirmative action measures aimed at developing and protection minority groups.

3) Ensure the full implementation of Committee recommendations from 2008 and 2001- including but not limited to:
• Adoption of the End Racial Profiling Act
• Adopt the Civil Rights Act of 2009
• Eliminate the National Entry and Exit Registration System (NEERS)
• Adopt the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (A/RES/61/295) as a guide to interpreting its Convention obligations with respect to indigenous people (para 500; arts. 5 (d) (v), 5 (e) (iv), and 5 (e) (vi)).

4) Ensure full implementation of ICERD throughout its jurisdiction, including at the state and local levels, including:
• Adopt implementing legislation at the federal level to ensure the justiciability of rights afforded under ICERD, including taking into consideration recommendations by the Committee in 2001 & 2008 to reconsider allowing for the optional declaration provided for in article 14 of the Convention.
• Implement meaningful efforts to coordinate compliance initiatives at the state and local level.
• Ensure public and private awareness of the Convention's rights and educate public officials at every level of obligations under ICERD.

APPENDIX:
Unequal Health Outcomes in the United States:
racial and ethnic disparities in health care treatment and access, the role of social and 
environmental determinants of health, and the responsibility of the state

Submitted by the CERD Working Group on Health and Environmental Health
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E. THE ADEQUACY OF THE GOVERNMENT RESPONSE

When the United States ratified the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination in 1994, it agreed to submit periodic state reports to the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, the U.N. body charged with monitoring State compliance with the Convention. The Committee will next review the United States government’s progress in implementing CERD during its 72nd Session in February 2008. The United States submitted a Periodic Report to the Committee in April 2007 in anticipation of this review.

Unfortunately, the U.S. report fails to adequately discuss how racial discrimination prevents the enjoyment of the right to health and environmental health for people of color in the United States, nor does the report accept state responsibility for respecting, protecting, and fulfilling equal access to these rights.

This report, Unequal Health Outcomes in the United States, makes clear that racial discrimination in health care access and treatment is a human rights violation that deserves serious attention from both the CERD Committee and policymakers in the United States. Originally conceived as a “shadow report” to the 2007 U.S. Periodic Report, this report was written by a coalition of experts in the fields of health policy and environmental justice, including academics and members of civil society organizations working to advance the right to health and the right to a healthy environment in the United States. This report highlights:

- The extent of racial discrimination in the areas of health and environmental health, as demonstrated by persistent racial disparities in access to health care and quality of health care;
- Causes of racial discrimination, with a focus on government policies that create and exacerbate racial discrimination; and
- The adequacy of the government response to health disparities, as well as recommended actions for all levels of government to eliminate racial discrimination in health and environmental health.

A shorter version of this report was submitted to the Committee in December 2007 as part of a joint civil society shadow report coordinated by the U.S. Human Rights Network. The joint shadow report will be made available on the Network’s website (www.ushrn.org).

A. Introduction: The U.S. government’s failure to enforce its obligations under CERD

It is now widely recognized that racial and ethnic disparities in health outcomes in the U.S. are caused not only by structural inequities in our health care systems, but also by a wide range of social and environmental determinants of health. The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD) recognizes and encompasses this dual analysis in the area of public health.

Article 5 of CERD provides that “States Parties undertake to prohibit and to eliminate racial discrimination in all its forms” in the right to “public health” and “medical care.” Public health has been interpreted by the
Special Rapporteur on the Right to Health to include not only health care systems but also the underlying social and environmental factors affecting health:

The right to health is an inclusive right, extending not only to timely and appropriate health care, but also to the underlying determinants of health, such as access to safe and potable water and adequate sanitation, healthy occupational and environmental conditions, and access to health-related education and information... ¹

Public health is a broad concept that includes elements such as: (1) maternal, child and reproductive health; (2) healthy workplace and natural environments; (3) prevention, treatment, and control of diseases; and (4) access to safe water.² Because environmental conditions and other social determinants of health are included in the scope of “public health” as it pertains to Article 5(e) (iv) of CERD, once a government learns that a seemingly neutral environmental law or regulation has a discriminatory effect, it must remedy the discriminatory situation.³

The CERD Committee, in its 2001 Concluding Observations to the last U.S. Periodic Report specifically noted its concern for racial disparities in health by stating, “the Committee is concerned about persistent disparities in the enjoyment of, in particular, the right to... public and private health care.”⁴ The Committee also reminded the United States that “the adoption of special measures by States parties when the circumstances so warrant, such as in the case of persistent disparities, is an obligation stemming from article 2, paragraph 2, of the Convention.”⁵ Although the rights to health care and public health are not recognized under U.S. federal law,⁶ in its 2007 CERD Report, the U.S. stated that its federal and state laws complied with CERD requirements that the “right to health” be enjoyed on a non-discriminatory basis.⁷ Additionally, in the 2007 State Report, the U.S. addressed environmental justice, implicitly acknowledging that environmental racism is within the scope of CERD.⁸

The CERD Committee has made it clear that the reporting obligation under Article 1 requires States parties to provide full information to the Committee on the racial and ethnic groups within their territory. In addition, “[c]ertain criteria should be uniformly applied to all groups, in particular the number of persons concerned, and their being of a race, colour, descent or national or ethnic origin different from the majority or from other groups within the population.”⁹ Moreover, reports of States parties should include data that address multiple forms of discrimination faced by certain ethnic or racial groups, including non-citizens¹⁰ and indigenous peoples.¹¹ Finally, in recognition of the fact that “certain forms of racial discrimination may be directed towards women specifically because of their gender” or may “have a unique and specific impact on women,” States parties have the responsibility to address the intersection between race and gender.¹² Failure to honor this reporting obligation constitutes a separate violation of Article 2. In its 2001 Concluding Observations to the U.S. government, the Committee recommended that “the next State party report contain socio-economic data, disaggregated by race, ethnic origin and gender . . . .”¹³

The retreat on judicial remedies

Perhaps the most important state obligation under CERD is providing the right to challenge disparate racial outcomes and enforce anti-discrimination standards in domestic courts or tribunals.¹⁴ These rights have been severely curtailed in U.S. courts since the last U.S. Report was submitted to the CERD Committee in 2000. Before proceeding with a review of general U.S. compliance with CERD’s health and environmental standards, we will first review this overarching enforcement issue.
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964\textsuperscript{15} offered the promise of aiding the government’s efforts to eliminate racial discrimination, as the Act prohibits, “on the ground of race, color, or national origin, [that any person] be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.”\textsuperscript{16} However, despite the enactment of Title VI, subsequent judicial interpretation of the Equal Protection Clause and Title VI has significantly limited the ability of citizens and the executive branch of government to eliminate racial discrimination in the United States.\textsuperscript{17} Currently, proof of discriminatory animus (intent) is required before a finding of discrimination will be made under the Title VI statute and citizens are no longer permitted to enforce its implementing regulations, which until 2001 permitted court challenges to government policies with a discriminatory impact.\textsuperscript{18,19} This limitation prevents the United States from meeting its obligations as a state party to CERD, including its commitment to prohibit not only racially discriminatory intent but also racially discriminatory impact in governmental action, government supported programs, and government policies.\textsuperscript{20}

At the time the United States ratified CERD in 1994, Title VI regulations were available in the courts as a remedy for discriminatory government policies that were not necessarily “intentional” in nature. Thus, most CERD obligations were enforceable through Title VI, a fact upon which the Senate relied in its reservations and declarations to the treaty,\textsuperscript{21} including the caveat that it is not “self-executing.”\textsuperscript{22} Both the Clinton administration and the Senate adopted this declaration after finding that existing U.S. law provides extensive protections and remedies sufficient to satisfy the requirements of the present Convention. Moreover, federal, state and local laws already provide a comprehensive basis for challenging discriminatory conduct by private actors. Given the adequacy of the provisions already present in U.S. law, there is no discernible need for the establishment of additional causes of action or new avenues of litigation in order to guarantee compliance with the essential obligations assumed by the United States under the Convention. . . . Declaring the convention to be non-self-executing in no way lessens the obligation of the United States to comply with its provisions as a matter of international law.\textsuperscript{23}

Additionally, under CERD, the government has the duty to “review governmental, national and local policies, and to amend, rescind or nullify any laws and regulations which have the effect of creating or perpetuating racial discrimination wherever it exists.”\textsuperscript{24} On this point, the Administration proposed a clarification that the Senate foreign relations committee adopted in its report to the full Senate:\textsuperscript{25} “[w]ith respect to the second obligation of Article 2(1) (c), practices that have discriminatory effects are prohibited by certain federal civil rights statutes, even in the absence of any discriminatory intent underlying those practices. . . . This is true of . . . the federal regulations implementing Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act....”\textsuperscript{26}

As ratified, even with reservations, CERD was a commitment by the United States to, at a minimum, use contemporary (1994) domestic law to end racial discrimination. Since then, however, the Supreme Court has even further limited protections for racial minorities. In \textit{Sandoval},\textsuperscript{27} the Court failed to mention CERD or its legislative history when it held that it was not the intent of Congress that individuals should be able to sue to enforce the disparate impact regulations promulgated under § 602 of Title VI.\textsuperscript{28}

In \textit{Sandoval}, the Court found that there is no rights-creating language in § 602,\textsuperscript{29} and that Congress had not subsequently explicitly approved of the disparate impact regulations\textsuperscript{30} promulgated by the Department of Justice (DOJ).\textsuperscript{31} Thus, it reasoned, the only right for private enforcement of Title VI comes from § 601. Since the Court had decided in \textit{Bakke}\textsuperscript{32} that disparate impact is not prohibited by § 601, it concluded that Congress could not have intended the cause of action found in that section to extend to regulations that do prohibit discriminatory impact.\textsuperscript{33} The Court did, however, leave open the possibility of government enforcement of
these regulations.34

There is no indication in the record of Sandoval that the Court ever considered the 1994 ratification of CERD by Congress, much less Congress’ understanding that the Title VI regulations were indeed enforceable by individuals—an understanding that led it and the Administration to conclude that it was therefore unnecessary to create a new cause of action to enforce CERD’s prohibition against unintentional conduct that has an impermissible disparate racial impact.35 Congress’ explicit approval of the regulations, as they had been interpreted and applied in Guardians36 to afford relief to private litigants who had proven only unintentional disparate impact, directly undermines the Court’s reasoning and conclusion in Sandoval.

In combination, the decision in Sandoval and the federal government’s failure to act as CERD requires in situations like those that gave rise to Sandoval have greatly curtailed the ability to eliminate racial discrimination in the United States. Sandoval is merely the most recent example of the historic animosity of the court system to eliminating practices that have racially discriminatory impacts. Because intent is always hard to prove, many discriminatory policies cannot be successfully addressed. The United States government, for its part, has been complicit in, if not implicitly supportive of, this narrow judicial interpretation. Neither Congress nor the executive branch has pointed out the legislative history of CERD, nor have they made significant efforts to change the law to allow for private individuals to bring suits advancing the elimination of disparate racial impact under Title VI or its implementing regulations after Sandoval. Further, the Department of Justice has not brought a single case under the Title VI disparate impact regulations since Sandoval.37 The dramatic limiting of the applicability of Title VI and its implementing regulations has led to ongoing racial discrimination in many areas, including environmental justice and access to healthcare.

Disparate environmental impact and its effects on health has been one area in which racial discrimination continues in the United States. South Camden38 highlights this line of cases. The predominately minority neighborhood of Waterfront South39 contained “two Superfund sites, several contaminated and abandoned industrial sites, and many currently operating facilities, including chemical companies, waste facilities, food processing companies, automotive shops, and a petroleum coke transfer station.”40 Additionally, permits had been granted for a sewage treatment plant, a trash-to-steam incinerator, and a coal-generation power plant. Thus, the neighborhood, which is “one of 23 Camden neighborhoods, hosts 20% of the city’s contaminated sites and, on average, has more than twice the number of facilities with permits to emit air pollution than exist in the area encompassed within a typical New Jersey zip code.”41

St. Lawrence Cement Company applied to open a facility to process ground blast furnace slag in Waterfront South. The New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) granted the facility a permit after St. Lawrence conducted an air quality impact analysis without considering the racially disparate adverse impact of the facility. A preliminary injunction was granted based on the disparate impact regulations issued by the EPA under § 602 of Title VI. This injunction was dissolved, however, after Sandoval, as the court held that the disparate impact regulations went beyond the Title VI statute.42 Thus, despite the overwhelming evidence of disparate racial impact and the high existing concentration of polluting industries, the NJDEP’s decision to issue the permit was allowed to stand.

Sandoval has also crippled the ability of citizens to challenge hospital closures that leave entire minority neighborhoods without accessible acute health care. The closure of St. Mary’s Hospital in Central Brooklyn illustrates this point all too well. Central Brooklyn’s population is 80% African-American, 11% Hispanic, and 29% foreign-born; it has an infant mortality rate double that of the New York City (NYC) average; and it has
only 104 certified obstetric beds for a population of over 175,000 women. Additionally, Central Brooklyn had diabetes hospitalizations and deaths 200% higher than the NYC average in 2001, asthma hospitalizations 65% greater than the NYC average in 2001, and mental health hospitalization 35% above the NYC average in 2003-04. Despite these healthcare disparities and the demonstration of a lack of other healthcare resources in Central Brooklyn, St. Mary’s was allowed to shutdown. Again, this demonstrates that studies, reports, conferences, and awareness of these health disparities do little good if one cannot access healthcare and cannot prevent the decrease of healthcare resources in an area with a disproportionate disease burden.
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B. The extent of racial health disparities in the U.S.

The U.S. report acknowledges that “a number of disparities in the prevalence of certain diseases and conditions among racial and ethnic groups . . . continue to exist.” Specifically, the U.S. report notes that “for American Indians and Alaska Natives, the prevalence of diabetes is more than twice that for all adults in the United States, and for African Americans, the age-adjusted death rate for cancer was approximately 25 percent higher than for White Americans in 2001. Disparities are also seen in women’s health issues, such as infant mortality and low birthweight. Although infant mortality decreased among all races during the 1980–2000 time period, the Black-White gap in infant mortality widened. During the same period, however, the Black-White gap with regard to low birthweight infants decreased.”

But the report downplays the effect of health disparities on the life span of racial and ethnic minorities and fails to document how pervasive these health disparities are. For example, while the life expectancy gap between the African Americans and whites has narrowed slightly, African Americans still can expect to live 6-10 fewer years than whites and face higher rates of illness and mortality. In terms of lives, this gap is staggering: a recent analysis of 1991 to 2000 mortality data concluded that had mortality rates of African Americans been equivalent to that of whites in this time period, over 880,000 deaths would have been averted.

Furthermore, racial and ethnic gaps exist across a range of health conditions, not just the ones identified in the U.S. report. African Americans, American Indians, and Pacific Islanders face some of the most persistent and pervasive disparities relative to Whites and Asian Americans. They experience a disproportionate burden of poor health in problems ranging from infant mortality and diabetes to cardiac disease, HIV/AIDS, and other illnesses. And while some racial and ethnic groups—such as Hispanics and Asian Americans—have better overall health status than national averages, they suffer disproportionately from some diseases such as diabetes, and tend to experience poorer health outcomes the longer they and their descendants live in the United States—particularly along some measures, such as cancer, infant mortality, and heart disease.

Racial and ethnic groups also report suffering from poor health at higher rates than whites. American Indian/Alaska Natives, for example, are over twice as likely to report being in fair or poor health as compared to whites. And 14.6% of African Americans report being in fair or poor health as compared to only 8% of whites. Latinos increasingly face chronic diseases such as diabetes and are almost as likely as African Americans and American Indians or Alaska Natives to report being in fair or poor health. As Figure 1 shows, 13.3% of Latino respondents to the National Health Interview Survey reported being in fair or poor health, a share exceeded only by African Americans (14.6%) and American Indians/Alaska Natives (16.5%).

The U.S. report also fails to document how the health status of subpopulations within racial groups varies considerably on the basis of nationality, immigration status, and other factors. For example, Vietnamese American men have liver cancer and it from it at a rate seven times higher than that of non-Hispanic white men. Vietnamese women have the highest rate of cervical cancer of any racial or ethnic group, and the incidence rate of cervical cancer among Mexican and Puerto Rican women is two to three times that of white women. Native Hawaiians have the highest rate of death from breast cancer of any racial or ethnic group, and it is the leading cause of death among Filipinas.

As the United States concedes in its report to the CERD Committee, “the Black-White gap in infant mortality widened” in the United States between 1980 and 2000. In fact, during that time period the black-white ratio of
infant mortality increased 25 percent even as the overall infant mortality rate declined.\(^\text{14}\) In addition, African American infants are two to three times more likely than white infants to have low birthweight—a key indicator of infant mortality.\(^\text{15}\) Racial and ethnic group differences persist even when socioeconomic factors are considered. For example, as Figure 2 shows, infant mortality rates—considered one of the most sensitive indicators of population health—are higher among African Americans and American Indians/Alaska Natives than among other racial or ethnic groups, even when comparing mothers at similar levels of educational attainment. Infant mortality rates decline as mothers’ education level rises for all racial and ethnic groups, but education does not erase the racial gap. Despite their high socioeconomic status, African American women with college or graduate degrees face infant mortality rates that are higher even than among white women with less than a high school education.\(^\text{16}\)

Moreover, women of color in the United States fare significantly worse than white women in every aspect of reproductive health. The maternal mortality rates in the United States are the highest among western developed nations\(^\text{17}\) due to the shockingly high rates of mortality among women of color. African American women are nearly four times more likely to die in childbirth than white women.\(^\text{18}\) This disparity is largely attributable to the fact that women of color, especially those who are low-income, disproportionately lack access to prenatal care that is essential for healthy birth outcomes.\(^\text{19}\)

The prevalence of many sexually transmitted infections (STIs), particularly HIV/AIDS, has reached epidemic proportions among women of color. African American women are infected with HIV/AIDS at a rate 23 times that of white women\(^\text{20}\) and comprised 66% of the new HIV infections among women in 2005.\(^\text{21}\) AIDS is also the leading cause of death for African American women aged 25 to 34.\(^\text{22}\) Latinas also have 4 times the rate of AIDS diagnosis as white women.\(^\text{23}\) Together, African American women and Latinas account for 82% of reported female AIDS cases even though they only constitute 24% of the U.S. female population.\(^\text{24}\) Moreover, while the rate of HIV/AIDS diagnoses declined among other racial and ethnic groups between 2001 and 2004, it increased among Asian Pacific Islanders (from 55% to 66%) and American Indians/Alaskan Natives (from 52% to 68%).\(^\text{25}\)

Similar disparities exist for other STIs. The rate of gonorrhea among African American women is 14 times higher than among white women.\(^\text{26}\) The prevalence of chlamydia, an infection with particularly severe long-term health consequences for women, is 7 times higher among African American women, 4 times higher among American Indian/Alaskan Natives, and twice as high among Latinas as among white women.\(^\text{27}\) Notably, these disparities have been widening in recent years. For example, from 2001 to 2005 the gonorrhea rate increased by 28% among American Indian/Alaskan Natives, compared to a 19.7% increase for whites.\(^\text{28}\)
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C. Causes of racial health disparities in the U.S.

1. Health care system access and unequal treatment

Access to quality care is critical to the health of racial and ethnic minorities in the United States. And in its 2001 Concluding Observations, the Committee expressed concern about “persistent disparities in the enjoyment of . . . access to public and private health care” in the U.S. But in its 2007 report, the U.S. contends that the country’s health care system provides “strong overall care” and “[s]ubstantial progress in addressing disparities in . . . access to health care has been made over the years.” These assertions belie the extensive racial and ethnic disparities in health care that persist to date.

Health care disparities are not new—they are a relic of segregation and inadequate health care for communities of color. Like access to other opportunities, health care for minorities suffered from government inattention (and in some cases, government imposed inequality) for over 100 years after the end of the Civil War. Less than 40 years ago, minorities routinely received inequitable care in segregated settings, if care was received at all. Today, communities of color continue to experience significant disparities relative to whites in both access to care and in the quality of care received.

The National Healthcare Disparities Report (NHDR), prepared and released annually by the U.S. Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, is an authoritative source for the documentation of access and quality gaps. Across a range of measures of health care access, the agency’s 2006 report found that access for some groups, such as African Americans and American Indians, was the same or worse than for whites. Latinos experienced the greatest access problems of all ethnic groups; they received equivalent care as whites in only 17% of the measures, while the remaining access measures were overwhelmingly poorer for Latinos (83%). When examined over time, the study found that access to care was improving on most measures for African Americans, American Indians and Asian Americans, but that access to care worsened for Latinos on 80% of study measures.

With regard to health care quality, minority groups again fared poorly relative to whites: African Americans and Latinos receive poorer quality care than whites on 73% and 77% of measures, respectively, and Asian Americans and American Indians received poorer care on 32% and 41% of measures, respectively. The quality of care for American Indians worsened over time relative to whites on 40% of measures, while the quality gap worsened on 30% and 35% of measures for African Americans and Asian Americans, respectively. These growing access and quality gaps are not trivial. For example, from 1999 to 2004 the proportion of adults age 65 and over who did not receive a pneumonia vaccine decreased for whites (from 48% to 41%) but increased for Asians (from 59% to 65%), and from 2000 to 2003 colorectal cancer screening rates increased for whites while falling off sharply for American Indians and Alaska Natives.

And a substantial body of evidence demonstrates that racial and ethnic minorities receive a lower quality and intensity of health care than white patients, even when they are insured at the same levels and present with the same types of health problems. Below are a few examples from the research literature:

- Insured African-American patients are less likely than insured whites to receive many potentially life-
saving or life-extending procedures, particularly high-tech care, such as cardiac catheterization, bypass graft surgery, or kidney transplantation.8

- Black cancer patients fail to get the same combinations of surgical and chemotherapy treatments that white patients with the same disease presentation receive.9
- African-American heart patients are less likely than white patients to receive diagnostic procedures, revascularization procedures, and thrombolytic therapy, even when they have similar patient characteristics.10
- Even routine care suffers. Black and Latino patients are less likely than whites to receive aspirin upon discharge following a heart attack, to receive appropriate care for pneumonia, and to have pain—such as the kind resulting from broken bones—appropriately treated.11
- Minorities are more likely to receive undesirable treatment than whites, such as limb amputation for diabetes.12
- Poor women of color disproportionately lack prenatal care. White women are much more likely to access prenatal care in their first trimester than most women of color.13 Women of color often receive fewer services and insufficient health-promotion education during their prenatal visits.14

Causal factors include the policies and practices of health care systems, the legal and regulatory context in which they operate, and the behavior of people who work in them are also involved.15 These factors are explained in more detail below.

Sources of Insurance Coverage. In its landmark series on the causes and consequences of uninsurance, the Institute of Medicine concluded that the availability and quality of health care in the United States suffers when large segments of the population lack health insurance.16 Racial and ethnic minority and immigrant communities are disproportionately uninsured (see Figure 1), making them especially vulnerable to health crises.

For example:
- While about 21 percent of white Americans were uninsured at any point in 2002, communities of color were more likely to be uninsured at any point (including 28 percent of African Americans, 44 percent of Hispanic Americans, 24 percent of Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders, and 33 percent of American Indians and Alaska Natives), and are more likely to be dependant upon public sources of health insurance.17
- While Hispanic children constitute less than one-fifth of children in the United States, they represent over one-third of uninsured children.18 And among children in fair or poor health who lack insurance (nearly 570,000 children in 2002), over two-thirds are Hispanic.19
- More than 11 million immigrants were uninsured in 2003, contributing to one-quarter of the U.S. uninsured.20 Between 1998 and 2003 immigrants accounted for 86 percent of the growth in the uninsured population.21
- Foreign-born people are 2.5 times more likely than the native-born to lack health insurance, a gap that remains unchanged since 1993.22
- Women of color are more likely to be uninsured than white women. 37 percent of Latinas, 20 percent African-American women, and 36 percent of Asian Pacific Islander women are uninsured compared to 16 percent of white women.23

The crisis of health insurance disproportionately hurts low-income families and communities of color in no small part because health insurance in the United States remains linked to employment. Higher-paying jobs tend to offer more comprehensive health benefit packages, while lower-paying jobs—jobs disproportionately occupied by people of color—tend to offer only limited health benefits, if offered at all, that are often accompanied by high cost-sharing arrangements with employees. Moreover, as noted above, racial and ethnic
minorities are disproportionately dependent on public insurance sources, such as Medicaid (see Figure 2). While Medicaid has been vital for expanding access to health insurance, its limited benefit package and low reimbursement rates have a negative impact on health care access and quality among its beneficiaries. Moreover, there are significant racial and ethnic disparities in per-patient expenditures in the Medicaid program. While the data displayed in Figure 3 are from 1998 (the federal Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services has not released updated data), they show striking disparities in per-patient expenditures that are contrary to what would be expected given the generally higher rates of illness experienced by some racial and ethnic minority groups.

Quality of Care. These economic pressures can sustain a form of “medical apartheid”—that is, separate and unequal care for low-income and minority patients. For example, physicians who serve predominantly racial and ethnic minority patients are slightly less likely to possess board certification, and have greater difficulties accessing high-quality specialists, diagnostic imaging, and non-emergency admission of their patients to the hospital than physicians who serve predominantly non-minority patients. A recent study of over 300,000 patients treated at 123 hospitals across the country found that minorities were disproportionately likely to receive care in lower-quality hospitals, a problem that explained the largest share of disparities. American Indians and Alaskan Natives experience greatly compromised care in Indian Health Service facilities, receiving much lower rates of preventative screenings such as pap tests and mammography compared to the non-Native population.

Inequitable Distribution of Health Care Resources. The geographic mal-distribution of services exacerbates this problem. Racial and ethnic minorities are more likely to live in segregated, high-poverty communities, communities that have historically suffered from a lack of health care investment. The result too often is that institutions that serve communities of color often have fewer resources for patient care than institutions serving non-minority communities. For example, a study of the availability of pain medication revealed that only one in four pharmacies located in predominantly non-white neighborhoods carried adequate supplies, compared to 72% of pharmacies in predominantly white neighborhoods. Nearly one in five Latinas (18%) and one in ten African-American women reported not seeking needed health care in the last year due to transportation problems, compared to 5% of white women. And historically, hospital closures have disproportionately affected communities of color and low-income communities, exacerbating problems that people in these communities face accessing health care because of low rates of health insurance and other economic problems. These problems are the by-product of residential segregation and economic pressures that reward the concentration of services in outer suburbs and wealthier communities, and create disincentives for practice in urban centers.

Regular Source of Health Care. Having a regular source of health care—a local physician, clinic, or health center that patients can consider their “medical home”—is important, particularly for individuals who face or are at risk for chronic illness. When patients are able to see a health care provider consistently, they are better able to build trusting relationships, ask questions, and give and receive information. Patients who lack a regular source of health care often report miscommunication, misdiagnoses, and greater frustration about their ability to receive needed care. The uninsured and underinsured, many racial and ethnic minorities, people who are not proficient in English, those who live in rural communities, and those who are low income are more likely to report not having a regular source of health care. Yet the regular-source-of-health-care gap among racial/ethnic and income groups is growing:

- African Americans, Hispanics, and the poor and near poor (of all racial and ethnic groups) are more likely than white non-poor groups to face barriers to having a regular source of health care. These gaps have
increased since 2000. Over 42 percent of Hispanic poor and 37 percent of Hispanic non-poor people lacked a regular source of health care in 2001 and 2002, an increase of more than 30 percent and 18 percent, respectively, since 1995 and 1996.\textsuperscript{35}

- During this same period, the percentage of poor and near-poor African Americans and whites without a regular source of health care went largely unchanged. But these groups were up to 75 percent more likely than non-poor African Americans and whites to lack a regular source of health care in 2001 and 2002.\textsuperscript{36}
- The percentage of Hispanics from all income groups who lacked a regular source of health care increased between 1993 and 2002, despite a 15 percent decline over the same period in the ranks of white poor individuals who lacked a regular source of health care.\textsuperscript{37}
- African American and Hispanic patients are nearly twice as likely as whites to report having a “non-mainstream” usual source of care (e.g., a hospital-based provider), rather than a private physician.\textsuperscript{38}

**Language Barriers.** More than 46 million people in the United States speak a language other than English. Of those, more than 35 million speak English “well” or “very well,” but over 10 million speak the language “not well” or “not at all.”\textsuperscript{39} Individuals with limited English proficiency are less likely than those with strong English language skills to have a regular source of primary care or to receive preventive care. Moreover, they tend to be less satisfied with the care they receive, are more likely to report overall problems with care, and may be at increased risk of experiencing medical errors.\textsuperscript{40} The quality of their health care therefore depends on the ability of medical professionals to effectively communicate. But many health care organizations do not provide adequate interpretation services:

- Nearly half of Latinos who are primary speakers of Spanish report having difficulty communicating with doctors or other health care providers because of language barriers.\textsuperscript{41}
- Over one in five non-English speaking patients avoid seeking medical help altogether because of language barriers.\textsuperscript{42}
- People needing translation services receive fewer preventative services, such as treatment for asthma\textsuperscript{43} or screenings for cervical and breast cancer,\textsuperscript{44} and they are more likely to fail to understand directions for prescriptions and follow-up care.\textsuperscript{45}

**The Clinical Encounter.** Aspects of the clinical encounter—the interaction between patients, their providers, and the health systems in which care is delivered—can play a powerful role in contributing to health care inequality. Patients and providers bring a range of expectations, preferences, and biases to the clinical encounter that can be expressed both directly and indirectly. For example, at least part of the disparity results from biases and stereotypes that health care providers may carry about racial and ethnic minorities. Experimental studies confirm that physicians can hold a host of negative beliefs about minority patients. They are presumed to be more likely to abuse drugs or alcohol and to be less educated. They are not expected to comply with physicians’ instructions, to want an active lifestyle or to participate in rehabilitation if prescribed. Doctors are likely to consider white patients more “pleasant” and “rational” than black patients, and to prefer white patients as “the kind of person I could see myself being friends with.” These kinds of stereotypes and biases are often unconscious, the IOM reported, but nonetheless can influence physicians’ decisions regarding when and what treatments to offer.\textsuperscript{46} More recent research confirms that implicit biases (that is unconscious biases that may reflect racial socialization) influence medical professionals’ decision-making. For example, Green and colleagues assessed the relationship between implicit biases (as measured by a widely-accepted computer-based test of the speed with which individuals make associations between people and concepts) and physicians’ decisions regarding the use of thrombolysis (i.e., clot-busting medications) among hypothetical patients in the midst of a heart attack. While physicians reported no explicit preference for white versus black patients or differences in perceived cooperativeness, scores on implicit association tests revealed a preference favoring
white Americans and implicit stereotypes of black Americans as less cooperative with medical procedures, and less cooperative generally. More importantly, physicians’ pro-white implicit biases significantly predicted their likelihood of treating white patients and not treating black patients with thrombolysis.\textsuperscript{47}

2. Social and community-level determinants of health

Disparities in access to quality health care are not the only factors that contribute to the racial and ethnic gaps in health status. The neighborhood and community contexts in which people live powerfully shape access to health care resources and health behaviors, as well as health risks. Many people of color live in neighborhoods that are largely segregated from white Americans, and the communities in which they reside differ significantly on a number of important social, economic, and environmental conditions in ways that can negatively influence health. People of color are also exposed to additional health risks in the form of racism and discrimination, which present stressors that are exacerbated by residential segregation. These dynamics are explored below.

Neighborhood factors influence health in several ways. They exert direct effects on both physical and mental health through neighborhood conditions such as levels of crime and violence, overcrowding, and environmental exposures. Neighborhood conditions also indirectly influence health, in that the conditions of neighborhoods can either support or discourage healthy behaviors, such as exercise, proper nutrition, and the development of strong social supports. The quality and availability of health care resources, as noted above, also varies by neighborhood racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic status, with low-income communities and communities of color often facing a relative paucity of such resources. Finally, neighborhood conditions structure and influence individual opportunity in ways that affect health. It is well known that population health status improves with each ascending step of the socioeconomic gradient. To the extent that neighborhoods suffer from poor schools, poor access to jobs and employment, inadequate public services such as transportation, and a lack of economic investment—all problems that disproportionately burden communities of color—the opportunity for individuals to advance economically, and therefore improve health status, is constrained.\textsuperscript{48}

Neighborhood residential segregation is a key mechanism that perpetuates community and social determinants of racial and ethnic health disparities. While the nation has made great progress in reducing racial and ethnic residential segregation, the problem persists, particularly for African Americans and Hispanics. One of the most established measures of racial and ethnic residential segregation is the dissimilarity index, which can be understood as the percentage of a group’s population that would have to change residence in order for the group to be evenly distributed across neighborhoods in a metropolitan area. A score of 0 is equivalent to integration representative of the total population, and a score of 100 indicates complete segregation. African Americans remain the most segregated racial/ethnic group in America, with a dissimilarity score of 64 as of 2000 (meaning 64\% of black people would have to move if they were to be integrated into the population), though blacks are less isolated than in 1980, when they scored a 73. Hispanics scored 50 in 1980 and 51 in 2000, while Asians measured as the most integrated at 40 in 1980 and 41 in 2000.\textsuperscript{49} Importantly, individuals do not have equal opportunities to select the communities they reside in. The practice of segregation is reliant on institutional discrimination in the real estate and housing finance market, government policy and individual interpersonal discrimination.\textsuperscript{50} Whites have the strongest preference of any race to live in a neighborhood without racial outsiders, and among all races and ethnicities, blacks are the most likely to be subject to discrimination.\textsuperscript{51} Residential segregation harms the health of people of color in multiple ways. Segregation channels non-whites into areas with limited financial and human resources, and such neighborhoods are home to poor public education, inadequate health care, toxic living conditions, and higher rates of disorder, crime, and incarceration. As a result, people of color often live in neighborhoods isolated from both the institutional and cultural resources needed to promote health. And while individual behaviors certainly impact health outcomes, neigh-
borhoods not only constrain behavioral choices, they affect residents’ health in ways that have nothing to do with individual behaviors. For example, majority-minority communities are less likely then predominantly white communities to have major grocery stores with fresh, low-cost fruits and vegetables, making it more difficult for residents of these communities to have healthy diets, even if they desire to do so. This, as well as other examples of the impact of residential segregation on health, is described below:

**Pollution and Toxic Waste**—Over half (56%) of the residents in neighborhoods with commercial hazardous waste facilities are people of color. Thus, percentages of people of color as a whole are 1.9 times greater in waste facility host neighborhoods than in non-host areas. Poverty rates in waste facility neighborhoods are 1.5 times greater than in neighborhoods without facilities.\(^5\)

**Poor Nutrition**—Low-income neighborhoods of color, often lack health-enhancing resources such as supermarkets and other sources of low-cost, nutritious food. One study showed that white Americans are five times more likely to live in census tracts with supermarkets than black Americans, and whites have three times greater access to private transportation to black Americans in similar communities.\(^5\) So not only do whites live closer to places with the right foods, they have more resources to make nutritious choices than people of color. The availability of nutritious foods in local markets is closely tied to dietary habits and health outcomes; the more people know about nutrition, the more access they have to healthy food, and the more nutritious foods they consume.\(^5\)

**Poor Quality Housing and Public Spaces**—Crowding, substandard housing, elevated noise level, decreased ability to regulate temperature and humidity, and elevated exposure to noxious pollutants and allergens, such as lead, smog, and dust mites, are all common in poor, segregated communities. Lack of recreational facilities, such as parks, gymnasiums, and swimming pools in segregated neighborhoods, can discourage and impede physical exercise.\(^5\)

**Poor Public Education**—Between 1995 and 2004, public school districts spent $504 billion in capital expenditures, but the money was not spent equitably. The poorest districts spent an average of $4,800 per student, while the richest districts spent $9,361 per student. The purpose of spending also differed by class level, as poor schools were more likely to receive funds for basic structural repairs to counteract physical decay, and wealthy schools were more likely to receive funds for educational enhancements, such as science labs. Racial spending disparities present themselves as well, as predominantly minority districts invested the least amount per student ($5,172), and predominantly white districts invested the most ($7,102). The physical conditions of schools, such as air quality and temperature, influence property values, turnover in teacher employment, and student learning, so poor schools serving people of color present mutually reinforcing disadvantages for students, teachers, and neighborhood residents alike.\(^5\)

**Disorder, Crime and Violence**—As a result of concentrated poverty and collective inability to exert social control, segregated communities face higher rates of crime and violence, which both directly affect health by increasing risk for injury and death, and indirectly affect health by limiting economic investment and increasing social isolation.\(^5\)

**The Criminal Justice System and Incarceration**—African Americans, Latinos, and American Indians are disproportionately penalized and imprisoned by the criminal justice system, and impoverished urban communities with high rates of arrest and imprisonment do not develop the social bonds and networks needed to maintain order. At the national level, blacks are currently incarcerated at a rate 5.6 times that of whites, while
the Hispanic rate of incarceration is 1.8 times that of whites.\textsuperscript{58} One out of every fourteen black children has at least one parent in prison, a rate that far outpaces white children.\textsuperscript{59} Families torn apart by incarceration have less human and financial resources for childrearing, and children in disadvantaged neighborhoods have fewer stewards for healthy socialization.

3. The health effects of race based discrimination, bias, and racial prejudice

In addition to structural inequality perpetuated by residential segregation, people of color face interpersonal barriers to achievement, productivity, and social integration. This notion of interpersonal racism goes beyond the structural, institutional factors that align to channel people of color towards undesirable neighborhoods and socioeconomic outcomes. Interpersonal racism refers to daily interactions during which people of color are denied access or degraded based on their race or ethnicity.

There is increasing evidence that race-based discrimination is not only emotionally hurtful, but physiologically damaging to minority Americans. A growing body of research, using innovative methods, is beginning to uncover the toll. For example, perceived race-based discrimination is positively associated with smoking among African Americans, and smokers find the experience of discrimination more stressful. Additionally, repeated subjection to race-based discrimination is associated with higher blood pressure levels and more frequent diagnoses of hypertension.\textsuperscript{60} In one study, black women who reported that they had been victims of racial discrimination were 31\% more likely to develop breast cancer than those who did not.\textsuperscript{61} Experiences of racial discrimination also are associated with poor health among Asian Americans. Over 2,000 participants in a recent national survey were asked about their experiences with discrimination and their health histories. Researchers found that everyday discrimination was associated with a variety of health conditions, such as chronic cardiovascular, respiratory, and pain-related health issues. Filipinos reported the highest level of discrimination, followed by Chinese-Americans and Vietnamese-Americans.\textsuperscript{62}

New models offer mechanisms to explain how racialized behavior and institutions affect health. These models “locate health disparities in the external influences of social space and the internal effects of body and brain functioning.”\textsuperscript{63} They suggest that harmful effects of discrimination are the result of chronic experiences of race-based discrimination, both actual and perceived. These process set into motion physiological responses (e.g. elevated blood pressure and heart rate, production of biochemical reactions, hypervigilance) that deteriorate health (see text box for a glossary of race and health terms). Importantly, these stressors can be both chronic and acute. Chronic stress associated with financial and caretaking pressures, fear of violent victimization, grief, and frustration and anger brought on as a reaction to consistent discrimination, has deleterious health effects that continue even when residents from segregated neighborhoods are relocated to a safer residential areas.\textsuperscript{64} Chronic stress can lead to increased risk for coronary health disease, chronic inflammation, cognitive impairment, substance abuse and the erosion of mental health, and has demonstrable health effects on other mental and physical processes.\textsuperscript{65} For example, the study of Klag et al. shows that a darker skin color correlates with a higher rate of hypertension which was due to biological effects of stress-related outcomes to accessing valued social goods such as housing.\textsuperscript{66} The racial health disparity was not biological or genetic in origin. Race-related stress operates to wear down health in several ways. From a developmental perspective, the influence of negative environments associated with structural racism and residential segregation has a profound and negative effect on health and development of young children. Childhood exposure to conditions of violence, coupled poor education, and negative social connectedness - particularly early childhood exposure to these conditions—is associated with changes in brain functioning and physiological responses. Unhealthy social spaces associated with segregation serves as the “structural lattice” for maintaining discrimination. In addition,
intergenerational and life-span effects of race discrimination suggest that the health effects of racism carry forward over time in individuals and across generations. For example, low birth weight, which is more prevalent among African Americans and American Indians than other groups, is shaped by the mothers’ socioeconomic conditions, and affects the long-term health of the developing infant, despite generally improving opportunities and better environments for minorities.67

Internalized racism also negatively affects the health of people of color. Internalized racism refers to the acceptance, by marginalized racial populations, of the negative societal beliefs and stereotypes about themselves—“the normative cultural characterization of the superiority of Whiteness and devaluing of Blackness, combined with the economic disadvantages of Blacks, can lead to the perception of self as worthless and powerless.”68 For example, internalized racism exhibited by blacks who exhibit racial prejudice towards other blacks, is positively associated with alcohol use and psychological stress. Studies have found a positive association between a scale capturing internalized racism and alcohol consumption. Internalized racism was also positively related to psychological distress even after adjustment for stress, social support, religious orientation, SES, marital status, and physical health.
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D. The role of government policies in creating and perpetuating health disparities

1. Historical actions of government: Segregated and unequal health care

Up until the 1950’s racial segregation and discrimination in health care in the United States was a matter of government policy. The Plessy v. Ferguson decision (1896) endorsed the development of state and local “Jim Crow” laws requiring the separation of the races. These laws were applied to health care as well as to schools and other public accommodations and produced grossly unequal services subsidized with tax dollars. Hospital accommodations were so limited for blacks in 1946 that only 45% of all black babies were born in a hospital in contrast to 87% of all white babies. In the North where state and local Jim Crow laws did not require segregation, tolerance of discrimination in housing and in the admissions and referral practices of physicians and hospitals assured almost an equivalent degree of segregation and unequal care. In Chicago for example, 71% of all black deaths took place at Cook County Hospital, while the sixty voluntary hospitals that provided the care for the vast majority of Chicago’s white population accounted for less than 8% of the city’s black hospital deaths. The 1946 Hill-Burton legislation provided federal funding for construction of racially exclusionary hospitals. It represented the only piece of federal legislation in the 20th century to explicitly condone such practices. As such, Hill-Burton served as a precedent that tied the hands of the executive branch in imposing nondiscriminatory restrictions on the use of federal funds that was not overturned by the federal courts until 1964.

Increasing federal support of medical training and research after World War II helped reinforce the long established pattern of relying on low-income minority communities for “clinical material.” The often cited example of the resulting abuses, the Tuskegee syphilis study, assigned black patients without their knowledge to a non treatment group so that the natural course of the disease could be observed. It was not a rogue criminal enterprise. The Tuskegee study reflected commonly accepted and unquestioned practices supported by the federal government that continued unchallenged until the 1970’s. The legacy of these practices continues to undermine the trust of minority communities in the medical services they receive.

The autonomy assured individual physicians and the pervasive reliance on voluntary organizations in the provision of medical services helped further insulate publicly funded discriminatory practices in health care against any social accountability. While federal and local public facilities were required to begin to integrate in the 1950’s, the bulk of hospital care and federal support went to voluntary organizations outside the reach of federal laws and regulations. It was not until 1964 that the federal courts ruled that these voluntary hospitals, by virtue of their participating in state Hill-Burton planning and funding, were an “arm of the state” and thus...
subject to the equal protection provisions of the Fourteenth Amendment.\(^5\)

The 2007 United States Periodic Report to CERD omits the government’s long history of reproductive coercion of women of color. The most egregious example of this coercion occurred in the early and middle part of the 20th century, where thousands of African American, Puerto Rican, and Native American women were sterilized without their full knowledge or informed consent.\(^6\) In the 1970s the federal government used threats and misinformation to coerce thousands of Native American women into being sterilized shortly after childbirth.\(^7\) Also during this time period, federal officials tricked illiterate African American women on welfare to consent to the sterilization of their daughters, and doctors consented to perform abortions or deliver babies only if the Medicaid patient “consented” to sterilization.\(^8\)

This coercive legacy continues today through laws and policies that seek to influence or control women of color’s reproductive choices. For example, the government has aggressively promoted the use of long-acting and irreversible forms of contraception among women of color.\(^9\) Although federal laws have been amended to require informed consent prior to sterilization, the federal government still funds sterilization under Medicaid\(^10\) while severely restricting public funding for abortion.\(^11\) These paternalistic policies influence low-income women of color who may desire children to get sterilized, while simultaneously deterring poor women who seek abortions from having safe, timely, and affordable procedures.

2. Ongoing government policy

\textit{a. Retreat on monitoring and enforcement of racial disparities}

The United Nations approval of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD) in 1965 coincided with the high water mark of efforts by the United States government to eliminate discrimination in health services. However, the protections that began to be put in place with the passage of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and with the implementation of the Medicare program in 1966 were eroded by a cumulative series of government decisions reflecting a basic policy shift.

An initial executive branch decision exempted physicians receiving federal funds from the Medicare program from compliance with the nondiscriminatory provisions of Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. Thus, physicians have never been compelled to comply or even submit signed assurances of nondiscrimination as facilities have. The nondiscriminatory compliance of health facilities without compliance by those who make all the critical decisions about how patients will be cared for, treated or even admitted has undermined the goal of equal treatment.

In spite of the 1964 non-discrimination requirement, the federal executive branch has chosen not to collect any information to monitor compliance. More than forty years since the nondiscriminatory requirements were imposed by law on any party receiving public funding to provide health care, information has yet to be collected that could determine whether these providers have complied with this requirement. Public support for health care now exceeds one trillion dollars a year. While this amount exceeds the gross national product of most of the UN member countries, there is no non-discriminatory accountability.

The U.S. has failed to budget adequate resources to the Office for Civil Rights, the federal agency responsible for enforcing compliance with Title VI. No resources have ever been allocated to a testing program, generally the only way to effectively enforce compliance. Little staffing is available, even to investigate complaints.
OCR’s limited budget has forced the shift in its role from what was initially envisioned as one of advocacy, investigation and enforcement to that of a passive arbitrator of disputes and a hollow bureaucratic shell. Federal legislation and decisions of the executive branch to pursue market-related approaches in health care threaten to erode most of the previous gains in reducing racial disparities in access to care (see detailed discussion in subsection (c) below). Government policies have created increased financial incentives for providers to expand services to the affluent and predominantly white geographic areas and reduce services to low-income and predominantly minority areas. Earlier federal government efforts to plan and pay for services based on need have been abandoned. The Medicare program that originally provided a single standard of universal coverage for the elderly has been fragmented into a complex assortment of plans that create financial incentives for low-and-moderate income consumers to select different plans than the more affluent. The effect is an increasing re-segregation of care and greater racial disparities in services. For example, Medicare beneficiaries must now choose between health plans that offer: 1) limited choice and access to providers but fewer out of pocket costs or, 2) more open access and choice of providers but more out of pocket costs. The inevitable effect of this is to redistribute beneficiaries across these different Medicare plans on the basis of income, undermining the original purpose of this Civil Rights era legislation to assure an equal standard of care to all.

b. Failure of U.S. law to protect racial and ethnic minorities from disproportionate environmental burdens

A ground-breaking study published in the National Law Journal in 1992 exposed significant racial disparities in environmental enforcement. Among other things, the study revealed a “racial divide in the way the U.S. government cleans up toxic waste sites and punishes polluters. White communities see faster action, better results and stiffer penalties than communities where blacks, Hispanics and other minorities live.” The study also found that communities of color overall, regardless of income, received less protection than white communities. Penalties collected under the hazardous waste laws like the superfund law were about 500 percent higher in white communities than in communities of color. Overall, penalties collected in white communities were nearly 50 percent higher than in communities of color, providing a weaker deterrent to would-be violators of the law. In other words, a polluter would be more likely to take the risk of polluting in a community of color than in a white community because the penalties would probably be significantly lower. According to the National Law Journal study, it takes 20 percent longer to get contaminated sites that are in neighborhoods of color added to the official list of sites to be cleaned up with superfund money.

2007 marks the 20th anniversary of the 1987 landmark report, Toxic Wastes and Race in the United States, which found that race was the most significant predictor in forecasting where the nation’s commercial hazardous waste facilities are sited. Twenty years later, researchers have concluded that “race continues to be an independent predictor of where hazardous wastes are located, and it is a stronger predictor than income, education and other socioeconomic indicators.” Using 2000 U.S. Census Bureau data, the update report, Toxic Wastes and Race at Twenty, found disparities to be greater than in the original 1987 study. People of color now comprise 56 percent of the population living within three kilometers (1.8 miles) of the nation’s 413 commercial hazardous waste facilities. People of color comprise 69 percent of the population living in neighborhoods with clustered hazardous waste facilities. The comprehensive study found that the slow government response to environmental racism unnecessarily jeopardizes the health and welfare of the most vulnerable populations in the United States. “Government officials have knowingly allowed people of color families near Superfund sites, other contaminated waste sites and polluting industrial facilities to be poisoned with...a host of...deadly chemicals. Having the facts and failing to respond is explicitly discriminatory and tantamount to an immoral “human experiment.”
Racial disparities in housing conditions contribute to racial disparities in rates of environmentally related diseases such as lead poisoning and asthma. Lead poisoning is caused by the build-up of lead in the bloodstream. The most common high dose sources of lead exposure for U.S. children are lead-based paint and lead-contaminated house dust and soil. Unlike lead poisoning, there are a number of environmental factors associated with the onset of asthma and asthma attacks. Exposure to airborne allergens from dust mites, cockroaches and pets have been identified as a major environmental risk factor in the development of asthma in children, as an important determinant of asthma severity in children, and possibly as a key variable in accounting for the observed increase in the prevalence and severity of asthma in children observed over the past two decades.

Data from the 2005 American Housing Survey reveals disparities in housing conditions related to lead poisoning and asthma. The following table illustrates the percentage of all housing units occupied by blacks, Hispanics and all others, and compares them to the percentage of units where problems of peeling paint and rats and mice were reported by lack, Hispanic and all others. In both cases the percentages reported by black and Hispanic Households is larger than the number of all housing units occupied by those groups.

Racial disparities in lead poisoning rates and asthma prevalence are well documented. According to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), overall, non-Hispanic blacks and Mexican Americans had higher percentages of elevated blood lead levels (BLLs) (1.4% and 1.5%, respectively) than non-Hispanic whites (0.5%). Among subpopulations, non-Hispanic blacks aged 1–5 years and aged >60 years had the highest prevalence of elevated BLLs (3.1% and 3.4%, respectively).

A 2005 analysis of asthma related data by the CDC reveals racial disparities in the rates of prevalence, treatment and mortality for asthma. Puerto Ricans had a current asthma prevalence rate 125% higher than non-Hispanic whites and 80% higher than non-Hispanic blacks; and, when only race is considered, American Indians and Alaska Natives and black people had a 25% higher prevalence than whites. In terms of treatment, blacks had an outpatient visit rate about 18% higher than whites; the emergency room visit rate for blacks was 350% higher than that for whites; and the asthma hospitalization rate for blacks was 240% higher than for whites. Asthma death rates are significantly higher for people of color than for whites: Puerto Ricans were the most likely to die from asthma and had asthma death rate 360% higher than non-Hispanic whites; and Non-Hispanic blacks had an asthma death rate 200% higher than non-Hispanic whites.

c. Ongoing government policies that restrict health care access

Recent government policies have further perpetuated disparities in health care access for many racial and ethnic minorities—namely, in health care coverage. Research has shown that individuals with health insurance—regardless of race, income, education or other socioeconomic factors—have greater access to the health care system and are more likely to receive care when needed. Yet, federal policies such as the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996, i.e. welfare reform, and the Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 have negatively affected the health insurance status of many in our most vulnerable populations, especially low-income people of color, by altering eligibility requirements, enrollment processes, and cost-sharing limits for the country’s health coverage safety-net programs, Medicaid and the State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP).
i. The Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996

The Personal Responsibility and Work opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (PRWORA) reformed the welfare system in the United States. The intent of the program was to provide incentives for welfare enrollees to enter the labor force. The framers of PRWORA intended to not negatively alter the public health insurance safety-net programs, i.e. Medicaid and SCHIP; however, administrative problems and new eligibility barriers have undermined this intention.

Additional Administrative Burden: Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) was the name of the welfare program before PRWORA implemented the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF). Prior to PRWORA, welfare eligibility was linked to eligibility for Medicaid and other means-tested programs such as food stamps. However, PRWORA decoupled eligibility for Medicaid and SCHIP from eligibility for welfare benefits and caused many to lose their health care benefits. Social programs in general have a higher take-up rate when enrollment is automatic. Therefore, having to complete a separate application process for Medicaid and SCHIP may contribute to the loss of health care benefits for many minority children and families.

Eligibility Barriers: Another key element of PRWORA is the implementation of a five-year ban on eligibility for Medicaid, SCHIP, and other public benefits programs for recent immigrants. This law restricts legal immigrants arriving after August 22, 1996, from federally-matched Medicaid and SCHIP coverage for the first five years in residence. Prior to this act, permanent legal immigrants had the same access to public benefits as did U.S. citizens. Five years after passage of the law, non-elderly immigrant adults have experienced a 36 percent decline in coverage. Today, about 40 percent of all documented permanent residents in the United States entered after August 22, 1996 and have been subject to this prohibition.

The same law has had a similar effect on immigrant children. Legal and illegal immigrant children are more likely to be uninsured than citizen children. Roughly 1.5 million of the 6 million uninsured children who are otherwise eligible for Medicaid or SCHIP are excluded from the programs due to their immigration status. From 1995 to 2005, the uninsured rate for citizen children declined to 15 percent from 19 percent as Medicaid and SCHIP enrollment increased by 17 percent. In contrast, during this same time period the uninsured rate for documented immigrant children increased to 48 percent from 44 percent, while Medicaid and SCHIP coverage declined by 17 percent.

Recognizing the importance of providing health coverage to the immigrant population, 21 states and the District of Columbia now use state-only funds to offer basic health services to documented children and pregnant women who otherwise would be prohibited from enrolling in a public health insurance program due to the five-year limit. States that traditionally have large populations of immigrants, such as California, New York, and Texas, are among them, but the federal policy has left many immigrant women and children in other states without any health insurance whatsoever. Over the past 15 years, immigrants are increasingly locating in “new growth” states, such as Arkansas, North Carolina, and Iowa. Most of these states do not offer state-funded coverage to documented immigrant children and pregnant women during their first five years and are therefore leaving these populations vulnerable to health risks.

The original purpose of SCHIP was to cover uninsured children of families who were ineligible for Medicaid but whose incomes fell below 200% of the federal poverty level. However, as a result of the Medicaid exclusion on undocumented immigrants and the five-year bar on Medicaid enrollment for legal residents, there was
growing concern that low-income women, particularly immigrants, lacked any access to pre-natal coverage. In 2002, members of Congress sought to increase SCHIP funding in order to cover prenatal care for women in families with incomes below 200% of the federal poverty level. However, the Bush administration pre-empted this debate and changed federal regulations to expand SCHIP coverage to the fetus rather than to the pregnant woman carrying it. While the extension of SCHIP to cover the fetus now does allow more immigrant women to receive prenatal care, this policy has been controversial because it requires doctors to treat the fetus separately from the mother. Leading professional medical associations oppose insuring the fetus alone because the policy narrows the scope of prenatal, delivery, and postpartum care to cover only those services directly related to the health of the fetus, not to other medical conditions affecting the health of the mother. Currently, nine states have opted to provide coverage to unborn fetuses under their SCHIP programs. The federal policy has also prompted some states, such as Michigan, to scale back the package of pregnancy-related services under state-funded programs that previously provided women with comprehensive prenatal care.

ii. The Deficit Reduction Act of 2005

On February 8, 2006, President Bush signed the Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 (DRA) into law. This legislation is the most significant set of changes to Medicaid’s coverage structure since its 1965 enactment, redefining the minimum coverage rules that states must meet in order to receive federal funds. Without these rules states could modify their programs in ways that could negatively affect the country’s most vulnerable populations. Besides benefit standards, the law also altered eligibility regarding citizenship documentation requirements and out-of-pocket costs, such as health insurance premiums and increased cost-sharing.

**Citizenship Documentation Requirement:** Medicaid law requires individuals to be United States citizens or to have legal residency status for at least five years (per PRWORA) to be eligible for Medicaid or SCHIP coverage. Those deemed ineligible due to immigration status may receive coverage for emergency care only, including childbirth but not prenatal care. Undocumented immigrants and immigrants residing in the U.S. on a temporary basis, such as those with a work or school visa, are not eligible for the safety-net programs. Prior to the DRA, citizens could verbally confirm their citizenship status and the status of their children when applying or when re-determining eligibility for the program. Legal residents were required to provide written proof of legal status.

Yet even with the five-year ban on public benefit eligibility for recent documented immigrants, a popular myth persists that ineligible documented and undocumented immigrants continue to enroll in Medicaid and SCHIP. Proponents of the citizenship documentation requirement claimed that it was necessary to curtail the problem of undocumented immigrants securing Medicaid by falsely declaring themselves to be U.S. citizens. However, there was no evidence at the time of development of the legislation that this problem existed. In fact, Mark McClellan, head of the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services, noted that the report released by the Inspector General of Health and Human Services “does not find particular problems regarding false allegations of citizenship, nor are we aware of any.”

Nevertheless, on July 1, 2006, as part of the Deficit Reduction Act of 2005, a federal law was enacted requiring U.S. citizens to present proof of their citizenship and identity, such as a U.S. passport or birth certificate, when applying for Medicaid coverage or seeking to renew their coverage. While the intent of this law was ostensibly to keep ineligible immigrants from enrolling in Medicaid, it has increased the administrative burden for U.S. citizens as well as documented immigrants eligible for coverage.
Recent data shows that the new law actually has the biggest impact on poor U.S. citizens, especially African Americans. This group lacks documentation of their citizenship and the financial means to afford the application process. Migration trends show that nearly 80 percent of undocumented immigrants are from Mexico, Central America, or Latin America. Therefore, one would think that if the documentation requirement was actually preventing undocumented immigrants from unlawfully enrolling in Medicaid, then the coverage rate for Hispanic children would actually decline. Yet data from Alabama, Kansas and Virginia are showing that Hispanic children are the least affected by the new requirement.

In Alabama, after six months of implementing the requirement, 3,500 children previously enrolled in Medicaid were removed from the program from failure to meet the documentation requirement. Of those, 105 children (3%) were Hispanic compared to 2,100 (60%) were African American. Kansas found similar results. After 9 months of enforcing the requirement, Hispanic children enrolled in child Medicaid dropped by 2.2 percent or 308 children while enrollment dropped by 9.1 percent or 1,274 African American children.

Virginia, on the other hand, saw an increase in enrollment of Hispanic children and a decline in enrollment of African American children after 9 months of enforcing the requirement. Enrollment of African American children declined by nearly 5 percent compared to an increase in enrollment of Hispanic children by 4.4 percent. This continued increase of Hispanic child enrollment during this time may be explained by the concentrated outreach efforts to enroll eligible children in Medicaid in Hispanic communities throughout Virginia.

These preliminary results demonstrate the this newly implemented law has negative repercussions in health coverage for African American children whose parents may find difficulty producing a certified birth certificate or passport due to losing the original, delay in getting a duplicate copy, or being unable to afford duplicates. Depending on the state, it can cost $5 to $23 to attain a copy of a certified birth certificate or $87 to $97 for a passport. In the meantime, these children do not have health coverage and are therefore unlikely to receive needed preventive and primary care services in a crucial time in their development. The new policy is also deterring Medicaid enrollment of legal residents. Some eligible immigrants believe that they must show proof of citizenship, not just legal status, in order to obtain coverage once otherwise eligible.

Three-quarters of states report that the DRA has increased the administrative burden for those already eligible for coverage and caused significant delays in processing applications. The delay and difficulty in procuring documentation is particularly burdensome on low-income women needing time-sensitive services such as prenatal care. While 30 states grant presumptive eligibility to pregnant women, 20 states deny prenatal care unless a woman provides documentation of citizenship. This creates delays in care that impact both women and their children. States are reporting that the documentation requirement has led to a decrease in the number of individuals enrolling in Medicaid’s family planning eligibility expansion programs, which serve two million low-income people with no other source of family planning coverage. This is because young, poor mothers may be deterred from seeking family planning services due to the hassle of traveling to a government office and the related expenses of application fees, lost wages, transportation and child care. Women of color are disproportionately impacted because they comprise the majority of Medicaid beneficiaries.

Additionally, these rules may not only affect health care consumers but providers as well. Health care administrators fear that the documentation rules could negatively affect safety-net providers such as health centers, children’s hospitals, public hospitals, health departments, and pediatric practices that serve large Medicaid populations. If many of their patients lose coverage, these providers might experience revenue
declines large enough to affect their ability to provide services in general. The loss of coverage also might impinge on health care providers’ ability to arrange for specialty care and other services that require referrals.  

**Increased Out-of-Pocket Costs:** Before the DRA, Medicaid enrollees paid limited out-of-pocket costs for the health care services they received. Current law ensured that cost sharing protections were in place that reflected the limited incomes and considerable health care needs of Medicaid enrollees. For example, African Americans, Hispanics, and American Indian/Alaska Natives are twice as likely to have family incomes less than 200 percent of the federal poverty level as whites. In 2005, this equated to a little more than $39,000 for a family of four. For these reasons, state Medicaid agencies were prohibited from charging premiums and enrollment fees for most program enrollees. Cost-sharing was prohibited for children; however, they could impose up to $3 copayments for prescription drugs for parents. Furthermore, the high rates of people of color living in poverty also help to explain their likelihood of Medicaid enrollment, lack of job-based health insurance, and their inability to afford private health insurance. People of color are less likely to have employer provided health insurance largely because of the types of work they have, i.e. service sector, temporary agencies, agriculture, construction, etc.—these sectors are less likely than other sectors to offer health insurance to their employees. Rising health insurance premiums and cost-sharing obligations prevent low-income individuals from enrolling in employer-based insurance when offered or purchasing private insurance.

For example, the Oregon Health Plan (OHP) or Oregon’s Medicaid program increased out-of-pocket costs for its enrollees. In 2003, studies suggested that cost-sharing increases led to a large reduction in OHP enrollment. Those who left the program reported “inferior access to needed care, used primary care less often, and used hospital emergency rooms more often.”

Yet even with these findings, the DRA gives states increased flexibility of imposing premiums, cost-sharing, or both. The law removed the statutory bar on denying care to Medicaid recipients who are unable to afford cost sharing. This means states may now charge Medicaid recipients for certain services and deny them health care if they are unable to pay for the gap in coverage. For example, Medicaid recipients may now be charged at family planning visits for certain contraceptives or drugs needed to treat sexually transmitted infections. This provision poses financial burdens for low-income families and creates the risk that some enrollees will not seek services when necessary. States can also now choose to impose premiums on children and parents if their family income is above 150 percent of the federal poverty level or roughly $31,000 for a family of four. States can also require prepayment of premiums before one can be enrolled in Medicaid, thereby deterring low-income families from enrolling. And Medicaid coverage can be terminated—even for children—if premiums are not paid within 60 days of the due date. Exemptions from cost-sharing are only available for the very poor—families with incomes below 100 percent of the federal poverty level, or 150 percent of the poverty level in the case of premiums.

The DRA gives states flexibility in setting cost-sharing guidelines as well. If an enrollee’s family income is between 100 percent and 150 percent of the federal poverty level, cost-sharing, such as copayments, cannot exceed 10 percent of the cost of the service or item and total cost-sharing cannot exceed 5 percent of family income. If the enrollee’s family income is above 150 percent of the federal poverty level, like families with lower incomes, total cost-sharing cannot exceed 5 percent of family income. However, cost-sharing can be as much as 20 percent of the cost of the service or item.

**Benefit Standards:** Medicaid law provides two categories of benefits: mandatory or optional. Mandatory benefits include but are not limited to inpatient and outpatient physician services, physician services and
preventive services included in Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnostic, and Treatment (EPSDT) services for individuals under 21. Optional services include dental and prescription drugs. States then can determine the services amount, duration, and scope.

Under the DRA, there are no longer mandatory benefits. Instead, states may replace the existing Medicaid benefit package for children and certain other groups with “benchmark” coverage or coverage that is comparable to the coverage provided by the largest commercial HMO in the state. Additionally, EPSDT would no longer be mandatory but included as “wrap around” coverage to children under 19.

By 2015, the Congressional Budget Office estimates that the benefit reduction would affect 1.6 million enrollees, many of whom are people of color. Even more startling is that comprehensive benchmark plans often do not cover key Medicaid services. For the first time ever, federal law allows states to offer stripped-down benefit packages that do not have to include family planning. This provision would affect large numbers of Medicaid enrollees, including the nearly 14 million parents enrolled in the program, as well as postpartum women who had a Medicaid-funded birth. Moreover, Medicaid’s EPSDT benefits have created more uniform and comprehensive coverage for children across all states; however, the DRA changes make it likely that children will not receive these necessary services. Providing more limited benefits could result in unmet health care needs and make it more difficult for beneficiaries to access care as they are likely to have difficulty paying for uncovered services.

d. Unequal access to sexual and reproductive rights for women of color

Current racial disparities in reproductive health have arisen in large part from the government’s history of social, legal, and economic oppression and control over women of color’s reproduction, from laws that targeted them for sterilization to current state welfare policies that deter them from reproducing. Yet rather than address these widening disparities, the federal and state governments continue to create and exacerbate inequalities through policies that limit access to reproductive rights. The government discriminates against women of color by imposing legal and policy restrictions on access to sexual and reproductive health services, as well as by inadequately funding public health insurance programs on which a disproportionate number of women of color rely. Women of color have limited recourse to address violations of their reproductive rights because the U.S. legal system has interpreted these rights through the lens of individual liberty and privacy as protected only by the federal constitution. Therefore, restrictions on reproductive rights are deemed unconstitutional only when they interfere with a woman’s private choices about her reproductive health. The U.S. legal system does not, however, take into account how forces such as racism, sexism, or poverty constrain women’s reproductive options. Moreover, the government has refused to accept any obligation to go beyond the courts’ limited interpretation, which is reflected in federal policies that deny equal access to reproductive health care, including resources or services needed by women of color to make adequate reproductive choices.

This section describes how the U.S. violates its Article 5(e) (iv) obligation to respect, protect, and fulfill equal access to sexual and reproductive health care. It first analyzes federal policies imposed through the two main federal health insurance programs that affect reproductive health care access for millions of low-income women of color. Next, it highlights how federal and state policies promote racial inequalities in two key areas of reproductive health, first by increasing disparities in maternal mortality and second by interfering with women of color’s access to their constitutional right to an abortion.

i. Lack of access to health insurance
**Medicaid:** Medicaid is the most comprehensive government program offering health insurance coverage to eligible low-income people, including 7.4 million women of reproductive age. This joint federal-state insurance program reimburses health care providers for an array of services, including family planning services and supplies, preventive screenings, prenatal and delivery services. Women of color disproportionately rely on Medicaid because they are more likely to work in low-wage jobs that do not offer employer-based health insurance, and therefore more likely to be uninsured than white women. Foreign born and American Indian/Alaskan Native women are also over twice as likely to be uninsured as white women. In total, women of color constitute 51% of the uninsured, despite representing only 32% of population.

Medicaid is therefore the primary provider of reproductive health care for poor women of color in the U.S. Latinas are twice as likely and African Americans are nearly three times as likely to be on Medicaid as white women. Consequently, inefficiencies in the Medicaid system have a greater impact on women of color than on white women.

The Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (PRWORA) and the Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 (DRA) have eroded access to reproductive health care for the women of color who rely on public health insurance. These laws have raised Medicaid eligibility standards to exclude many immigrants and low-income women, and for the first time allowed states to increase cost-sharing measures for recipients and decrease the mandatory package of benefits states must offer. The government has also imposed burdensome citizenship documentation requirements that deter Medicaid enrollment among qualified applicants. All of these measures have disproportionately impacted women of color because they are more likely to rely on Medicaid than white women.

First, the five-year bar on Medicaid enrollment for legal immigrants (discussed in Section D(2)(c) above) excludes reproductive health access for immigrant women who are legal residents. The policy also deters many eligible immigrant women from enrolling in Medicaid for fear of jeopardizing their immigration status. As a result of PRWORA’s five-year exclusion of legal immigrant women, by 2001 Medicaid coverage for recent immigrant women had decreased by almost half. The enrollment rate of long-standing resident women declined by the same proportion, even though many states continued to cover that group. Accordingly, many immigrant women cannot access prenatal or postpartum care, family planning services and supplies, and treatment for reproductive system cancers.

Second, as described in Section D(2)(c), the DRA removed the previous federal prohibition on cost-sharing measures, which has resulted in some states requiring out-of-pocket payments by recipients for certain medications obtained during family planning visits, including contraceptives or drugs needed to treat sexually transmitted infections.

Third, the DRA permits states to scale back their benefits packages to exclude family planning to certain groups of Medicaid recipients, including parents and postpartum women. Finally, the DRA’s citizenship documentation requirement disproportionately impacts Medicaid enrollment for poor African Americans, impeding black women’s access to reproductive health services through Medicaid.

**Title X:** Another way the U.S. Government has failed to provide women of color equal access to sexual and reproductive health care is through underfunding of the Title X program. Congress created Title X of the Public Health Service Act in order to fill the gap in family planning services for low-income women who do not
meet income eligibility requirements for Medicaid but who cannot afford private health insurance. This program funds direct reproductive health care services, including family planning and preventive health screenings, as well as outreach and education to vulnerable populations, such as non-native English speakers. Title X provides at least some funding to 7,500 family planning clinics nationwide that offer services to 6.6 million low-income women. Low-income women of color constitute nearly 40 percent of the population receiving contraceptive services through Title X and are dependent on the program to provide affordable reproductive health services.

For many years, however, Congress has failed to fund the Title X program at the level necessary to meet the reproductive health needs of its target population. According to the Guttmacher Institute, funding is now 61 percent lower in inflation-adjusted dollars than in 1980.

Underfunding makes it difficult for clinics to meet the reproductive health needs of its target population. Clinics are treating more patients who are ineligible for Medicaid, while costs of services, newer technologies for diagnostic tests, and contraceptive supplies are rising significantly. The combination of rising demand and fewer financial resources strains clinic budgets as they try to provide a range of contraceptives and meet critical family planning needs.

Title X clinics are struggling to meet the health needs of new and hard-to-reach populations, including the rising numbers of immigrants ineligible for Medicaid and non-native English speakers. A study by the Guttmacher Institute revealed that Title X clinics reported an average cost increase of 58 percent from 2001–2004 for language assistance services. Outreach, including language services and culturally appropriate materials, is critical for ensuring that vulnerable groups of women receive care. For example, many Asian Pacific Islander (API) women avoid HIV testing because they lack a translator or fear being stigmatized by a life-threatening disease, even though they may perceive themselves at high risk of infection. The delay in testing leads to later diagnoses that make treatment more difficult or increase the possibility of HIV transmission. Notably, the HIV infection rate among API women has doubled in recent years even as the general rate declines. Similarly, although Latinas face a cervical cancer rate twice that of white women, language barriers and cultural differences with U.S. doctors prevent them from obtaining a pap smear that could detect the disease at an earlier and more treatable stage. In order to effectively meet the future needs of these populations, Title X clinics will require sufficient resources for materials and personnel.

ii. Maternal mortality

The U.S. has one of the highest rates of maternal mortality among western developed nations and ranks 30th in the world in its maternal mortality rate. The WHO estimates the U.S. maternal mortality is 17 deaths per 100,000 live births, compared to 6 per 100,000 live births for Canada, 8 for Australia, and 4 for Spain. Racial disparities in maternal mortality help explain why this rate is so high. African American women are nearly four times more likely to die in childbirth than white women (30.5 vs. 8.7 deaths per 100,000 live births). Notably, the U.S. government failed to include these statistics in its 2007 report to CERD, despite having included them in its 2000 report, and despite the lack of progress in reducing the racial disparity since that time.

Access to prenatal care has been proven to reduce the risk of maternal mortality; studies reveal that women who receive no prenatal care are three to four times more likely to die in childbirth than women who received any prenatal care. Black, American Indian/Alaskan Native, and Latina women are more likely to receive late or no prenatal care compared to white women. Studies have shown that the inability of black women to access
prenatal services increases their risk of maternal mortality, which is already high due to a greater propensity to suffer from diseases and medical conditions aggravated by pregnancy, such as hypertension, diabetes, or obesity. Lack of access to prenatal care has also been shown to raise the risk of pregnancy complications for Latinas, resulting in a higher rate of maternal mortality than white women (8 versus 5.8 deaths per 100,000 live births, respectively).

Women of color face barriers to prenatal care such as insufficient funds, lack of insurance, and inability to get an appointment with a provider. With the cost of an uncomplicated pregnancy and hospital birth averaging $7,600, the lack of insurance is perhaps the most significant deterrent to pregnancy care for low-income women of color. Government policies have exacerbated, rather than mitigated, these barriers. For example, a new Medicaid/ SCHIP policy bars legal residents residing in the U.S. for under 5 years and undocumented immigrants from receiving prenatal care through Medicaid. In addition, the DRA citizenship documentation requirement has been shown to disproportionately impact African Americans. Moreover, twenty states have exercised the prerogative now available under the DRA to deny prenatal care unless a woman provides documentation of citizenship. This policy negatively impacts both women and their children. SCHIP’s policy extending health insurance coverage to the fetus rather than the pregnant woman restricts immigrant women’s ability to access postpartum care—an additional measure proven to reduce the risk of maternal mortality—because coverage of the woman ends once the fetus is delivered. Meanwhile, underfunding of Title X leaves clinics with fewer resources to provide prenatal care for low-income women ineligible for Medicaid. Lack of funding also threatens family planning clinics’ ability to find especially vulnerable populations, such as non-English speakers, and provide them with prenatal care.

iii. Abortion

Federal and state laws banning public funding of abortion, combined with the burden of navigating the public insurance system for an abortion that is covered, effectively deprives low-income women of their right to an abortion. Women of color are disproportionately impacted by this policy scheme because they are more likely to be uninsured or on Medicaid. Federal public funding of abortion is prohibited except in limited circumstances. This includes most notably Medicaid funding for abortions, which is banned under the Hyde Amendment except in cases of life endangerment, rape, and incest. States have the power to extend state Medicaid funding for abortion beyond what is covered by federal Medicaid, but the majority of states (33) fail to provide such coverage. Even where a woman qualifies for a Medicaid-funded abortion, she can have difficulty obtaining one because “[a]bortion providers report difficulties in getting approval for coverage; patients and doctors are often unaware of the rules for Medicaid funding; and, states needlessly impose pre-authorization requirements that impede timely approval and reimbursement.” Additionally, providers in some states do not take Medicaid because of the program’s low reimbursement rates and burdensome procedures.

For many women on Medicaid, obtaining the funds necessary to have an abortion is extremely difficult. Studies have shown that between 18–35 percent of women who would have had an abortion if funding had been available instead carried their pregnancies to term. Funding restrictions on abortion also have serious health implications for poor women. Medicaid-eligible women wait on average 3–4 weeks longer than other women to have an abortion because of difficulties they have in obtaining necessary funds. One study found 22 percent of women on Medicaid who had abortions in the second trimester would have done so in the first if Medicaid provided funding. This delay not only potentially increases the cost of the abortion, but increases risks associated with the procedure.
In addition to restrictions on funding, states with the poorest populations are also more often than not at the forefront of enacting restrictions aimed at making abortions more difficult to obtain. Since 1995, state legislatures across the country have enacted over 500 laws to restrict access to abortion. This includes mandatory delay and biased counseling requirements, restrictions on health professionals who provide abortions, and restrictions on minors’ ability to access abortion. Notably, the states with the most restrictive abortion policies also contain significant populations of color, creating a reality where poor women of color face the most obstacles in accessing safe abortion care.

For instance, Mississippi is the poorest state in the country, with the highest African American population; it also has enacted some of the most restrictive abortion laws in the United States. The lone abortion clinic in Mississippi is three hours from the rural Delta, where the poorest women in the state live. The mandatory 24 hour waiting period in Mississippi adds the expense of lodging or a second round trip from the Delta to Jackson to the costs of obtaining the procedure, which makes the costs of obtaining an abortion prohibitively higher. Because there is no public funding for elective abortions in Mississippi except in very limited cases, these women often cannot afford the prohibitive costs of travel and lodging to reach the clinic and pay for the procedure. Moreover, even for the few women who are able to pull together the financial resources to travel to the clinic, the difficulty of doing so will likely delay her abortion procedure, either increasing the health risks associated with the procedure, or perhaps preventing her from being able to obtain an abortion at all.

e. The emerging frontier: Genetic discrimination and the impact of new technologies

Emerging genetic technologies (genetic, reproductive and biomedical) have the potential to greatly advance scientific and medical knowledge in the treatment of disease. At the same time, these technologies carry social, ethical and legal implications which have the ability to undermine public health initiatives, possibly deepen health disparities and leave people in the United States susceptible to genetic discrimination. The history of genetic discrimination in the United States is unfortunately tied to racial discrimination. During the 1970s, sickle cell screening programs were developed to identify individuals with sickle cell trait in an effort to reduce the incidence of sickle cell disease. Currently, 1 in 12 African Americans is a carrier for sickle cell anemia. In the past however, this information was used by insurance companies to either deny health insurance coverage to African Americans, or in the alternative, charge higher rates to African Americans who were merely carriers of the gene. African Americans further suffered discrimination from the Air Force Academy and the airline industry where sickle-cell carrier status was used to exclude African Americans from the academy, flight training, and flight personnel positions. Unfortunately, genetic discrimination amongst racial minorities continues. In 1998 the U.S. Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals decided that Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in California violated the American Disability Act when it secretly tested African American employees for sickle cell anemia and then conditioned hiring based upon this testing.

The past ten years has seen a dramatic increase in the number of tests available for genetic conditions. Currently there are over 1,000 genetic tests in use. These tests open up the possibility that employers and insurers will use genetic information in a discriminatory matter. Of utmost concern is that in the United States, which lacks a universal health insurance coverage plan, many individuals, particularly those of color, could still be susceptible to discrimination. The Council for Responsible Genetics reports that as many as five hundred cases have been documented where individuals have been barred from employment or lost health and life insurance due to a perceived genetic abnormality. Ironically, the majority of Americans receive their health care through their
employer, so if an individual is discriminated against and not hired due to their genetic make-up, it increases the barriers to accessing affordable health care coverage for that person. Laws addressing genetic discrimination vary by state. The restrictions on the use of genetic information in health insurance address a range of issues, from restricting health insurers from requiring genetic testing of applicants to using genetic information to determine eligibility for a particular health insurance plan. What is most problematic is that the state laws do not govern the use of genetic information in employer-sponsored health benefit plans where more than 59.7 percent of American receives their health care. Overall, 47 states do offer some type of protection from insurance discrimination. Yet this patchwork of legislation sidesteps the issue of whether employers and insurance companies should even have access to genetic information.

At the federal level, laws such as the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) do not explicitly prohibit an employer from requiring employees to take a genetic test as a condition of employment, nor do they deny private insurers from denying insurance to individuals depending upon what one’s genetic information may reveal. Current federal legislation, the Genetic Information Non-Discrimination Act (GINA) was passed by the House of Representatives on April 25, 2007, yet still has to be considered by the Senate.

The emerging genetic technology of genetic testing provides a pathway for genetic discrimination that could deepen existing racial health disparities. The United States government must take proactive action by passing legislation such as GINA to ensure this does not happen.
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E. THE ADEQUACY OF THE GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO RACIAL HEALTH DISPARITIES

1. Health care system responses

The US government must comply with CERD and reform the health care system to remedy racial and ethnic disparities in health. The steps taken by the government to date are clearly inadequate. In its 2007 report, the
U.S. asserts that “the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights conducts studies and makes recommendations concerning civil rights issues”¹ but does not mention any steps taken to implement these recommendations. Similarly, the U.S. report claims that the federal government is “mov[ing] forward on a number of IOM’s recommendations [in the 2003 Unequal Treatment report],” but includes only vague steps that the Department is taking.² A review of congressional hearings and legislation reveals that little has been done to remedy the disparities cited in the Unequal Treatment report. The U.S. is violating its obligations under CERD by shirking its responsibility and failing to implement these recommendations.

Although the U.S. cites programs, such as Healthy People 2010, as evidence of its efforts to eliminate health disparities affecting racial and ethnic minority populations,⁵ the results of these initiatives have been mixed and the government has undermined their efficacy. In the Midcourse Review of Healthy People 2010, for example, the government deleted three key objectives: (1) the expansion of access to clinical preventative services for people of color, (2) increased the number of local health departments with culturally appropriate and linguistically competent community health promotion and disease prevention programs, and (3) improved data collection.⁴ These objectives were included in the original Healthy People 2010 report to help remedy racial and ethnic health disparities.

In addition, the Department of Health and Human Services’ Initiative to Eliminate Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Health, which the U.S. report cites, set the goal of reducing racial and ethnic health status disparities in six chronic health conditions, including diabetes, HIV, and infant mortality. But a 2006 report by the Center for Disease Control shows the U.S. has made little progress in these areas.⁵ These programs reflect an ineffective, piecemeal approach to remediying systemic disparities in health status and access to health care.

**Office of Minority Health (OMH)**—The OMH is intended to act as the focal point for addressing health disparities on the federal level. However, according to the Office of Management and Budget, OMH has only recently developed an overall plan and indicators to measure progress. OMH has seen its budget repeatedly cut ($56M for FY 2006 to $44 for FY 2008) ⁶ although in June 2007, Congress introduced the Minority Health Improvement and Health Disparity Elimination Act (MHIHDEA), which would strengthen OMH fund-ing. One area of research in which OMH has been active is that of strengthening local capacity under the community health worker model. OMH has announced its intent to fund capacity-building⁷ and promote partnerships with minority community health organizations to improve both access and utilization.⁸

**Office of Civil Rights (OCR)**—In the wake of Alexander v. Sandoval and the limits it imposed on Title VI “disparate impact” claims, the OCR represents one of the few alternatives for those plaintiffs who seek to prosecute discrimination but lack the ability to directly prove discriminatory intent. However, over the last decade OCR’s staff and budgets have been cut, and its prominence in this arena has suffered.⁹ Independent assessments of OCR have questioned the overall direction of the office; in 2004, the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights reported that the organization lacked a “clear agenda.”¹⁰ Since then, as evidenced by an estimation of OCR’s activity via simple literature searches, it appears that OCR has turned its attention to HIPAA and protected health information as a priority over issues of health disparity. While this has great health consequences for some minorities (such as American Indian tribes, due to their unique governmental status¹¹), broader health disparity issues appear to have remained in the background.

**The National Institute of Health’s (NIH) National Center on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NCMHD)**—The NCMHD functions as the NIH, but specific to health disparity issues: it coordinates and plans minority health disparity research. NCMHD has been prominent in promoting research and furthering discus-
sion of health disparity issues by sponsoring conferences. The recently introduced MHIHDEA would provide enhanced funding and further strengthen its role.\textsuperscript{12}

**Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)**—CMS administers Medicare and Medicaid. By virtue of Medicare’s prominent position in our health system and its history as a tool of social change, CMS holds the potential to pioneer health disparities reduction. Carolyn Clancy, Director of the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, has suggested that CMS use the existing Medicare infrastructure to directly involve communities in education about health disparities, following the model of its efforts to promote the Medicare Part D plan. Likewise, CMS might require providers to collect data on health disparity, thereby greatly simplifying research efforts,\textsuperscript{13} or directly fund research itself. CMS’ network of oversight could be used to combat provider bias or oversee quality of care.

To date, however, CMS has done none of these things, and observers have noted that health disparity issues currently do not appear to be of a high priority. None of CMS’ Government Performance and Results Act documents over the past half-decade have listed disparity issues as one of its priority goals, and in any respect CMS does not appear organized to effectively address those issues. Within CMS, no office of minority health or similarly central organization exists,\textsuperscript{14} and consequently there is no budget dedicated to such as office to fund initiatives or involve external organizations.\textsuperscript{15}

Overall, the magnitude of the federal health system response to this point has been somewhat uninspiring. However, it remains apparent that the bureaucratic framework for an effective response exists.

2. Environmental justice responses

The US CERD report’s discussion of the government’s efforts to address environmental justice consists of three short paragraphs. The brevity of this section reflects the scant amount of work by the US government to address environmental justice. Significantly, the lead agency addressing environmental justice, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), has been cited by other federal bodies for its failures to implement various legal mandates on environmental justice and for failing to provide meaningful redress to those who complain of environmental injustices. Moreover, EPA’s inaction has lead other federal agencies to ignore or analyze away disparate environmental impacts on minority communities. The lack of redress for victims of environmental injustice also exists at the state level, where few states have laws that provide redress for victims of environmental injustice.

a. The EPA is not implementing Executive Order 12898

Executive Order 12898, adopted in 1994, requires that “each Federal agency shall make achieving environmental justice part of its mission by identifying and addressing, as appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of its programs, policies, and activities on minority populations and low-income populations in the United States and its territories.” Ten years later, on March 1, 2004, the Office of the Inspector General (OIG) of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issued an evaluation report, which concluded that EPA had failed to integrate environmental justice into its daily operations, it had failed to identify low-income and minority populations, and it had failed to establish criteria for defining disproportionate impact. The OIG also found that in restating its commitment to environmental justice in 2001, EPA failed to place emphasis on low-income and minority communities, which was the intent of the executive order. The OIG found that EPA had failed utterly to articulate a clear vision, a comprehensive
plan, or performance measures against which agency accomplishments could be measured.\textsuperscript{16} The OIG issued a second report in 2006 finding that EPA still had not established criteria or evaluated its programs to determine whether they were creating a disproportionate adverse environmental impact on the nation’s low-income and minority populations.\textsuperscript{17} EPA’s failure to act has directly impacted minority populations within the United States. For example, people of color make up the majority (56\%) of those living in nearby neighborhoods of the nation’s 413 commercial hazardous waste facilities, and race continues to be an independent predictor of the location of such facilities.\textsuperscript{18}

\textit{b. The EPA’s Title VI complaint process fails to provide meaningful redress to victims of environmental injustice}

Like most federal agencies, EPA’s Title VI regulations not only bar recipients of federal funds from engaging in acts of intentional discrimination but also bar recipients from using criteria or methods that have the effect of subjecting individuals to discrimination on the basis of race, color, or national origin.\textsuperscript{19} EPA’s process for investigating Title VI complaints are set forth in agency regulations\textsuperscript{20} and a draft administrative guidance published in the Federal Register on June 27, 2000.\textsuperscript{21} While EPA has a framework in place for victims of environmental injustice to seek redress, that framework has not provided those victims with meaningful redress.

In 2003, the United States Commission on Civil Rights (“USCCR”) issued a report that studied the effectiveness of EPA’s Title VI Complaint Program.\textsuperscript{22} USCCR compiled statistics on Title VI complaints filed with EPA. Of the 124 complaints filed with EPA by January 1, 2002 only 13 cases (10.5\%) were processed by the agency in compliance with the agency’s 20 day processing rule; and all 13 cases were rejected by the agency for investigation for failure to meet the agency’s regulatory requirements.\textsuperscript{23} By June 30, 2003 EPA had received a total of 136 Title VI complaints, and of that total, 75 were rejected, 26 were dismissed, and the remaining 35 complaints were accepted by the agency for further action.\textsuperscript{24} Of 35 complaints acted upon by EPA, only 2 were informally resolved by EPA and another 2 were referred to another agency, with the remaining 31 complaints in some stage of EPA review.\textsuperscript{25} The small number of timely processed complaints coupled with an even smaller number of resolved complaints strongly suggests that EPA’s administrative process for handling Title VI fails to provide meaningful relief to victims of environmental injustice.

Noting that the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in \textit{Alexander v. Sandoval}\textsuperscript{26} gave environmental justice complainants “one less avenue of redress,”\textsuperscript{27} USCCR made a series of recommendations to improve EPA’s Title VI Complaint Program. Those recommendations included: EPA’s (and other federal agencies having jurisdiction over environmental justice issues) issuing a final Title VI guidance on processing Title VI complaints and methods to improve permitting programs; EPA’s conducting independent analyses of adverse disparate impacts in order to determine if they are actually present in a given community; establishing a guideline for its state funding recipients that incorporates an inclusive definition of adverse disparate impact; and conducting Title VI compliance reviews where periodically EPA would review the number and type of Title VI complaints and ensure their funding recipients are complying with their Title VI obligations.\textsuperscript{28} To date, none of these recommendations has been implemented by EPA or other federal agencies.

\textit{c. Judicial deference to agencies’ consideration of environmentaljustice impacts fails to insure agencies properly consider disparate impacts}

In response to Executive Order 11298, many federal agencies began incorporating an “environmental justice analysis” into Environmental Impact Statements mandated by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).
NEPA requires all federal agencies to prepare detailed environmental impact statements (“EIS”) for “every recommendation or report on proposals for legislation and other major Federal Actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment . . . .” The impacts to be considered by federal agencies under NEPA are “ecological (such as the effects on natural resources and on the components, structures, and functioning of affected ecosystems), aesthetic, historic, cultural, economic, social, or health, whether direct, indirect, or cumulative.” However, the agency need only consider economic and social effects to the extent that they are interrelated with the physical environmental effects of an action.

As noted above, EPA has failed to establish criteria to determine the existence of disproportionate adverse environmental impact on the nation’s low-income and minority populations. Thus, agencies have developed their own approaches to conducting an environmental justice analysis under NEPA. Frequently, the agency’s analysis of environmental justice impacts fails to properly analyze the disproportionate environmental burdens of proposed federal actions on minority communities. A case in point was the Federal Aviation Administration’s (“FAA”) environmental justice analysis of a proposed runway expansion at Boston’s Logan Airport. The FAA’s environmental justice analysis failed to compare the demographics and environmental impacts on the population of those living in the airport’s immediate vicinity (34% minority) with the population residing in the greater Boston metropolitan area that actually used the airport (85% white). Instead, the agency compared the population of the immediate area (calling it the “actually affected area”) to that of one county in the Greater Boston area, Suffolk County (calling it the “potentially affected area”), where the minority population was considerably higher (48% minority). The analyses concluded that significant noise impacts would not fall disproportionately on minorities. The City of Boston challenged the FAA’s environmental justice analysis in federal court, claiming that the FAA erred by not comparing the demographics of the population immediately surrounding the airport to that of the airport’s service area. The Court ruled it had jurisdiction to review the FAA’s environmental justice analysis because the agency exercised its discretion to include the analysis in its NEPA evaluation. However, the Court failed to overturn the FAA’s analysis finding that the “FAA’s choice among reasonable analytical methodologies is entitled to deference from this court.”

Judicial deference given to environmental justice analyses such as the FAA’s is not surprising given the lack of criteria on how agencies should conduct those analyses. EPA is the federal agency best suited to develop those criteria, but it has failed to do so in spite of its obligations under Executive Order 12898. Until standards are promulgated, courts will continue to defer to the agency’s choice of methodology, no matter how flawed, so long as the agency can convince a court that the methodology used in its environmental justice analysis is “reasonable and adequately explained.”

d. Victims of environmental injustice lack redress at the state level
Under federal law, every state environmental agency must establish a grievance procedure to resolve complaints alleging discrimination on the basis of race, color or national origin under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, including complaints regarding actions that allegedly have discriminatory impacts. However, as of 2004, only four state environmental agencies had adopted formal discrimination complaint procedures (Alabama, Connecticut, Illinois and Louisiana). The absence of Title VI grievance procedures at the state level deprives environmental justice complainants of another avenue for redress.

With the exception of California, no state has any laws that provide redress for actions by state agencies or recipients of state funds that have the effect of discriminating on the basis of race, color or national origin. California has a state law similar to Title VI that bans discrimination on the basis of race, color, national origin and “ethnic group identification” in “any program or activity that is conducted, operated, or administered by the state or by any state agency, is funded directly by the state, or receives any financial assistance from the state.” Regulations implementing California’s version of Title VI define unlawful discrimination to include actions that
“have the purpose or effect of subjecting a person to discrimination . . . ,” including the issuance of permits or selection of sites or location of facilities.\textsuperscript{39} Unlike regulations implementing Title VI, regulations implementing California’s version of Title VI can be enforced by private parties in an action seeking injunctive relief.\textsuperscript{40} While states generally do not provide legal redress for government actions that impose disproportionate environmental burdens on communities of color, several states have enacted legislation requiring their respective state environmental agencies to take certain actions to promote environmental justice.\textsuperscript{41} In Rhode Island, the state’s Department of Environmental Management must consider the effects that contaminated site clean-ups would have on the populations surrounding each site and the issues of environmental equity for low-income and racial minority populations.\textsuperscript{42} Similarly, in Kentucky, the state environmental agency must consider both the social and economic effects of issuing a certificate of environmental safety and public necessity for the siting of a facility.\textsuperscript{43} The state of Arkansas enacted a law that prohibits the siting of landfills within twelve miles of each other. More specifically, it states that there is a “rebuttable presumption against permitting the construction or operation of any high impact solid waste management facility within twelve miles of any existing high impact solid waste management facility.”\textsuperscript{44} Even though there are exceptions to this presumption, the purpose underlying the statute is to avoid the concentration of solid waste disposal facilities in low-income and minority communities.
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F. Key U.S. actions needed to address health disparities

1. Health care system recommendations

Both the federal and state government must undertake far reaching structural reforms to comply with CERD and eliminate racial disparities in health status and medical care. The United States Senate ratified CERD with the understanding that “this Convention shall be implemented by the Federal Government to the extent that it exercises jurisdiction over the matters covered therein, and otherwise by the state and local governments. To the extent that state and local governments exercise jurisdiction over such matters, the Federal Government shall, as necessary, take appropriate measures to ensure the fulfillment of this Convention.” In the U.S., states and the federal government share the responsibility of regulating public health and health care. As a result, both levels of government have an affirmative obligation to fulfill the requirements of CERD.

Outlined below are steps that the federal government and state governments must take to alleviate health disparities and ensure that all Americans have equal access to quality medical care.

a. Federal government

Health care reform

The high percentage of uninsured people of color makes clear that the U.S. must establish a system of universal coverage which allows all Americans, regardless of race, ethnicity, or immigration status, to access quality health care. Such a system will greatly reduce financial barriers to effective and equitable distribution of health care resources, because it will equalize incentives for hospitals, health care systems, and private providers to serve a range of communities regardless of their wealth or poverty.

The federal government must also assess how policies to expand access (i.e. affordability standards and individual mandates to purchase insurance) may differentially affect communities of color, immigrants, and low-income populations. And it must promote equal access to health insurance by expanding public insurance programs to cover people regardless of immigration status, citizenship status, and documentation status. Creating a distinction in access to health care between immigrants exacerbates health disparities.

Data collection and analysis

The federal government should ensure that public and private health systems monitor racial and ethnic,
language status, and income-based health care disparities. The federal government must assure that the Centers of Medicaid and Medicare and other federal agencies that finance health care services engage in systematic, periodic analysis of racial disparities in the clinical care programs they support, using standard quality assurance measures.\(^4\)

Data collection must be as inclusive as possible—if national estimates are not available, the federal government should look to community studies and state/local data on minority groups.\(^5\) And the federal government should conduct community specific studies to determine the health care issues specific to certain ethnic groups, and to various regions of the country.\(^6\)

The data collected by federal health programs needs to reflect the diversity of the U.S., population.\(^7\) Much of the data currently collected still focuses primarily on the differences between blacks and whites. For example, in the mid-course review of the Healthy People 2010, the data discussed is predominantly black/white.\(^8\) Data collection should include immigrant communities with a special recognition of their unique status, including cultural differences, special health needs, and financial concerns.\(^9\) And the Department of Health and Human Services should expand its data collection for Hispanic, Asian, Hawaiian, and other Pacific Islander and American Indians and Alaska Native populations. The Department should also improve collection of data on language to ensure full participation in health communications and on economic and social environments to tackle the structural and environmental causes of health disparities.\(^10\) As mandated by the Healthcare Research and Quality Act of 1999, the government should analyze data on health disparities and deliver reports that provide an accurate representation of health disparities in the U.S. Since it became public that the first HHS report on national health care disparities in 2003 was sanitized in a political cover up, subsequent reports have more accurately depicted the status of racial and ethnic health disparities in the U.S.

Finally, the federal government should mandate that states follow a uniform process in their data collection that includes information on patient’s race, ethnicity and primary language.\(^11\) Given that some states have non-discrimination laws that apply to health care settings and require state diligence to enforce, state requirements to collect and report standardized data are an important benchmark for state efforts to reduce health care inequality.

**Cultural competency and language barriers**

Federally funded health professionals should be trained in cross-cultural medicine to improve provider-patient communication and eliminate pervasive racial and ethnic disparities in medical care. The federal government should encourage private professionals and administrators to receive training on cultural factors that influence health care, and design care to accommodate those factors.\(^12\)

The federal government should take steps to increase the racial and ethnic diversity of health care providers by reducing or eliminating financial barriers to health professions education for low-income students, strengthen magnet science programs in urban high schools, and, consistent with the U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling in the 2004 *Grutter v. Bollinger* decision, support the consideration of applicants’ race or ethnicity as one of many relevant factors in higher education admissions decisions.

The Department of Health and Human Services must initiate a campaign to ensure that information is made publicly available concerning rights to equal access to quality healthcare.\(^13\)
The Office of Civil Rights must develop easy to understand guidelines, in multiple languages, for people who use health care facilities (particularly immigrants) on their rights, responsibilities and entitlement to care. OCR should also work with community organizations, advocacy groups and relocation sponsors to disseminate these guidelines and information.\textsuperscript{14}

**Civil rights laws**

The federal government must considerably step up civil rights enforcement in the health care sphere. The Department of Justice can initiate litigation on behalf of an agency, like the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), for a violation of Title VI.\textsuperscript{15} And HHS’s Office of Civil Rights (OCR) has the power to initiate an investigation of a recipient of federal funds, like the New York State Department of Health, and require the recipient to create a plan to remedy discrimination.\textsuperscript{16}

These agencies have, however, been slow to engage in necessary field investigations and other activities to ensure the equitable distribution of health care resources.\textsuperscript{17} OCR has “hardly developed its title VI enforcement program since 1980,” according to the bipartisan U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.\textsuperscript{18} The Commission expressed concern that OCR had not instituted a system of on-site visits or data collection, and recommended that it collect information regarding “the race, color, or national origin of the population served” and “the location of existing or proposed facilities and information on whether the location will have the effect of denying access to any person on the basis of prohibited discrimination.”\textsuperscript{19}

The Office of Civil Rights must increase its enforcement efforts and identify and remedy Title VI, Title IX, and Hill-Burton Act violations.\textsuperscript{20} The federal government must invest in OCR, provide it with the necessary staff and resources to address disparities in health care, and encourage it to take action to address disparities in the quality of health care in the United States.\textsuperscript{21}

The federal government can also strengthen civil rights agencies’ capacity to investigate racial or ethnic disparities in health through the creation of an Office on Health Disparities in the Civil Rights Division of the Department of Justice (which already has offices dedicated to housing, employment and education)\textsuperscript{22} and/or in the HHS Office of Civil Rights.\textsuperscript{23} These special units should be charged with focusing on racial and ethnic disparities in quality of clinical treatment and should be assessing data on disparities in quality of care.

Finally, while strong government enforcement of civil rights laws is necessary to ensure compliance with CERD, the Convention also requires that courts be available to individuals who have suffered from intentional or unintentional discrimination. In *Alexander v. Sandoval*, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that individuals do not have the right to sue to enforce the Title VI disparate impact regulation, because the statute did not specify a private right of action. Congress should ensure that every statute protecting civil rights specifically authorizes individuals to bring civil suits in federal court to redress violations of the law.\textsuperscript{24} Similarly, Congress should clarify the legal right of Medicaid recipients to force state compliance with the Medicaid Act.\textsuperscript{25} The judicial system is an important recourse for Medicaid recipients who face barriers to accessing care. But recent court cases have “jeopardiz[ed] the ability of Medical beneficiaries to go to court.”\textsuperscript{26} programs are evaluated to determine their potential impact on the health status of affected communities.

\textit{b. State governments}

**Health impact assessment**
In order to ensure that federal funds for health care are distributed fairly and equitably, HHS should require funding recipients, like state health departments, to review how a potential policy, such as a hospital opening or closing, will impact racial and ethnic communities before, rather than after, programs are finalized and implemented. HHS should require a disparate impact analysis as a substantive compliance condition, as opposed to a post-complaint enforcement response.

HHS leadership should convene an Interagency Task Force to examine systemic practices that underlie the structure and operation of modern health care. Particular attention should be paid to the features governing the location and functioning of health care entities. This task force should begin developing a department-wide strategy for civil rights enforcement, not limited to individual complaint investigation, which would establish prospective standards of conduct to guide programs and providers in understanding how civil rights regulations apply in a health care context. HHS should also address the underlying structures that foster racism, including elusive barriers like prejudice, stereotyping and cultural ignorance.

And the federal government should integrate a Health Impact Assessment (HIA) Tool into the domestic policy agenda to determine the effect that new legislation will have on the health of people of color. The impact tool, which includes mechanisms for public participation, could be used by federal, state, and local agencies to ensure that all decisions and Health care reform

States have it in their power to develop systems of universal coverage. The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, for example, recently passed legislation to develop a near-universal access system. And the state is now taking steps to ensure that the coverage system addresses equity concerns, by expanding data collection and taking other steps to tackle health disparities. Other states should follow suit.

Data collection

State Departments of Health should collect data and monitor disparities in health care access and quality on the basis of income, race, ethnicity, gender, primary language, and immigration status. As the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights emphasized in its 2002 report, states must establish “quality assurance measures to ensure that minorities and women benefit equally from state recipients’ programs.” State agencies are already required to implement a Title VI compliance program, including data collection and record maintenance, to ensure that both Departments of Health and the facilities to which Departments of Health convey federal assistance meet the nondiscrimination requirements of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Collection of this information provides the foundation for addressing disparities in access to health care.

Certificate of need

States must ensure that their Departments of Health consider the public’s health needs in decisions affecting hospitals and clinics. Obtaining a Certificate of Need—the regulatory prerequisite for service changes in many states—should be contingent on evidence that the changes sought would reduce racial and economic health care inequality.

Historically, the purpose of the Certificate of Need (CON) process has been to control health care costs and ensure that capital and technology investments in the health care industry reflect community needs. In most states that employ CON, the process has required hospitals or other health care institutions that seek to establish
or expand services to submit proposals so that state boards can evaluate projects to eliminate unnecessary duplication of services and ensure that investments strategically address health care needs. But the process has met significant resistance and criticism for its failure as a cost-containment measure. The CON process, however, has great potential to encourage a better distribution of health care resources, reflect community and statewide need. States should re-evaluate, and in some cases reinvigorate CoN through new policies that ensure accountability for the use of public funds.

Community health planning

Community health planning seeks to strengthen communities by actively involving residents in the planning, evaluation, and implementation of the health care and public health programs in their communities. The 1974 National Health Planning Law sought to create and support a network of state health systems agencies, but federal funding was cut from the program, and most states’ have halted their health planning efforts. States must examine strategies to reinvigorate local health planning agencies. Without health planning, market forces often dictate the distribution of re-sources, leaving low-income communities of color without adequate quality health care. States should consider reinstituting and funding community-based health planning and should include health disparities reduction efforts as part of the mission of these planning agencies.

Cultural competency and a diverse health care work force

Most states are experiencing rapid growth in the population of racial and ethnic minority and language minority residents. Already, four states and the District of Columbia are “majority minority,” and nearly one in two U.S. residents will be a person of color by mid-century. These demographic changes require that the health professions keep pace by training future and current providers to manage diversity in their practice. Some states have taken action to address this need—as of 2005, New Jersey required that all physicians practicing in the state must attain minimal cultural competency training as a condition of licensure. Other states should follow suit.

States must work to increase the racial and ethnic diversity of the health care workforce. Studies, including a 2004 Commonwealth Fund report, demonstrate that racial and ethnic minority health care providers are more likely to work in minority and medically underserved communities, and that patients of color are more likely to be satisfied with care provided by a diverse group of professionals. Furthermore, increased diversity at the top levels of hospital administration can have a positive impact on the care provided, including more culturally and linguistically appropriate services.

Investment in underserved communities

Low-income and minority communities often have the most pressing need for health care services, but they are served by a dwindling number of providers and institutions that lack resources to expand and improve services. States have attempted to address this imbalance by providing incentives, such as funds for graduate medical education programs that focus on underserved populations, tuition reimbursement and loan forgiveness programs that require service in health professional shortage areas, and they should continue providing such incentives.

In addition, states should support “safety net” hospitals and reduce the financial vulnerability of health care institutions serving poor and minority communities. These “safety net” institutions may fare better in states where near-universal health insurance coverage proposals are enacted and where health insurance expansions
are realized, but they will likely continue to face financial vulnerability until universal coverage is achieved.\textsuperscript{38}

**Review and increase Medicaid rates**

Low reimbursement rates under state Medicaid programs are a major problem that leads to both inadequate and unequal health care services. When reimbursement rates are too low, health care providers have little incentive to serve individual Medicaid patients or whole communities that desperately need care. States should review and increase Medicaid reimbursement rates for crucial primary, prenatal, and maternal health care services.

**Challenge exclusionary and discriminatory practices**

States should encourage their Attorney General’s Offices to challenge systemic inequities in the health care system. Attorney Generals possess broad authority under *parens patrie* standing, which provides states with the ability to sue to protect the health of their residents.\textsuperscript{39} States should also encourage their human rights and civil rights commissions to initiate investigations, file complaints, and conduct studies in order to prevent and eliminate discrimination.

In addition, a number of states, including Texas, Oregon, Minnesota, California, and Washington, have established task forces to identify strategies for eliminating health care disparities.\textsuperscript{40} And thirty states have established offices of minority health to stimulate and coordinate state programs that directly or indirectly address the needs of racial and ethnic minority groups. Other states should follow suit, establishing both task forces to eliminate disparities and offices of minority health to coordinate state programs.

2. Environmental justice recommendations

a. Amend Title VI 601 to define discrimination in accord with ICERD
   (Discussed above under health recommendations)

b. Codify Executive Order 12898 on environmental justice and implement Office of Inspector General recommendations to EPA by passing Environmental Justice Act of 2007 (HR 1103)
   To remedy many of the deficiencies of the U.S. Government in the area of environmental justice Congress should enact the Environmental Justice Act of 2007, H.R. 1103, introduced by Representative Hilda Solis (D. CA). This legislation:
   - Codifies the 1994 Executive Order on environmental justice, Executive Order 12898, to ensure that low-income and minority communities have meaningful involvement in the implementation and enforcement of environmental laws and access to public information relating to human health and environmental planning, regulations and enforcement.
   - Provides for judicial review of agencies’ actions regarding implementation of the Executive Order.
   - Develops reporting requirements, such that the EPA shall provide Congress with regular updates on the implementation of the Inspector General and Government Accountability Office recommendations, and on the inclusion of environmental justice into the EPA’s emergency command response structure.

c. Congress should hold hearings on EPA’s response to contamination in minority communities
   Given the disproportionately high number of toxic waste sites in minority communities, Congress should hold hearings on EPA’s response to toxic contamination in those communities, such as post-Katrina New Orleans.

d. EPA should implement the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights’ recommendations regarding Title VI
complaint process
The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights’ recommendations regarding the investiga-tion of environmentally-related civil rights complaints under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act should be implemented. These recommendations include:

- EPA’s (and other federal agencies having jurisdiction over environmental justice issues) issuing a final Title VI guidance on processing Title VI complaints and methods to improve permitting programs;
- EPA’s conducting independent analyses of adverse disparate impacts in order to determine if they are actually present in a given community;
- EPA’s establishing a guideline for its state funding recipients that incorporate an inclusive definition of adverse disparate impact; and
- conducting Title VI compliance reviews where periodically EPA would review the number and type of Title VI complaints and ensure their funding recipients are complying with their Title VI obligations.\(^4\)

e. EPA should require state-by-state assessments (report cards) on environmental justice
From 1993 to the present, nearly three dozen states have expressly addressed environmental justice.\(^4\) However, little is known about the efficacy of these laws and whether these laws are being enforced. EPA should require all state environmental agencies to evaluate and report on their progress made on environmental justice.
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